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A New World. A Thousand Threats. Welcome to The Continent.Felix's life on Earth had become
a series of dead-end jobs, ruined relationships, and rotating apartments smaller than most
postage stamps. By all accounts, even his own, he was a coward. Too afraid to move forward, to
take risks. Yet when given the chance to choose between risking his life or walking away from a
deadly encounter, he didn't hesitate.Moments before his untimely demise, Felix was snatched
from earth and thrust into a magical world known only as ‘The Continent’. Empowered by the
‘System’, he learns that he can strengthen himself through combat and dedication. To survive
he'll have to push himself beyond his limits, or else fall to the monsters all around him.Levels,
stats, and magic. Death is the start of a terrible fate, but if he lives…no one knows what he will
become.
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ambitions unleashed nearly brought Ruin to us all. Why then would we still seek their aid? What



fool would court the Unbound?-Sanjat Lar, Hierei of the Conclave of AmaranthAt the dawn of the
third day of the fourth month in the Fifth Age, the Shining City of Amaranth, Capital of the
Heirocracy, bustled with all the activity of a beehive. Chaos masqueraded as orderly progression
in the wild dance of civilization and mortal enterprise. The mechanisms of the city moved as they
always did.A woman, garbed in soot-smeared robes of an indeterminate color, stood regarding
the sky. In her hand was a long rod of iron, the end of which was pinched into an odd, narrow
shape. Her pale hair was tied back, exposing skin too smooth for an Untempered. Her bright
orange eyes regarded the eggshell blue of the sky with a curious tilt.Clouds, white and thick,
crowded above the alabaster expanse of the Shining Palace, barely visible through the press of
buildings. A tower in its center stretched high into the sky, taller than all other structures in the
city by divine decree. The Pathless was a jealous god, after all.The woman tapped her rod with a
manicured finger and hummed aloud."Ana?" said a voice, sharp and high. A Human woman,
similarly garbed and holding an identical rod, stepped out of a side street toward the first. "Twin's
teeth, Ana. What're ya doin' here? Yer streets're two blocks west!"Ana did not answer, merely
tilted her head in the opposite direction, eyes still fixated on the sky. A frown played at the edges
of her mouth as the other woman kept on talking."Pathless above, you frustrate me, Ana! It's like
you've got no sense! An' after I went out on a limb for ya, gettin' ya this job. Lamplightin's a
quality gig; ain't nothing quite as easy for the pay. And you're like to ruin it. Quit this dawdlin' and
get movin’! If the lampmaster learns of this, she'll have both our heads!""Shh," Ana whispered,
tense. "Something is happening. Something important."The other woman paused, outraged. "Yer
shushin' me? Me? How dare ya, ya overgrown—"An awful, terrible pressure spiked all around
them. The air screamed, as if keening, and far down the street, windows shattered. The
shattering spread, quick as lightning, until it rocked past Ana into the distance. Ana leaned upon
her iron rod, tilted into the shockwave, and barely kept her feet. She stared up as blood trailed
from her nose and ears. The sky had been riven, the clouds banished in a perfect pattern above
the alabaster tower. To her eyes, the remnants of an unimaginable sending trailed upward,
outward.+1 AFI+1 PEREyes of Silver Sight is level 98!"He did it. He altered the ritual," Ana
whispered. Sorrow hung from her lips before her tone sank into breathy relief. "They'll come.
Thank the gods."Ana dropped her iron rod and turned away from the tower. She stepped
carefully over the prone lamplighter. The other woman moaned on the ground while her ears and
nose bled profusely, but Ana paid her little mind. She had a long way to go before lying down
could even be considered. Against all odds, a summons had been performed.She prayed it
would be enough.Power lanced through the clouds, implacable, arcing along a path known only
to itself. Colorless and invisible, the only evidence of its passing was a sense of concordant
melody that lingered in the air long after it departed. It crossed the Continent like a tiny,
contained hurricane, kindling storms along the Oscallan Plains before kissing the craggy peaks
of the West.It followed a path set into its ritual, a course unused in Ages.The power descended
from on high, blowing into a dank, fog-strewn valley filled with the stench of burnt flesh and
rotting vegetation. It twisted through a row of rusted blades, each larger than any Human,



sending rainbow-hued sparks cascading from their faded edges. Mana gathered along them,
boosting the power as it passed.Eyes, ancient and deep, watched from within that fog. Hungry
things that lived in the dark of that place gazed, unable to venture out. One in particular woke
from an atavistic slumber, yellowed bones creaking as the clutch of potent Mana flitted through
its grasp. It cried out, a breathy scream that shook the earth, a moaning of hunger.Miiine.A
thread of its crimson Intent wove among the corroded blades, tangling with the power as it wove
among the odd artifacts; remnants of an ancient civilization fallen to Ruin. The flush of bloody
red stained the power, but gave it the juice it needed to escape the tangle of rusted blades. It
arced upward, toward the sky.The power shifted, altered its course, and punched a hole through
the icy mist and then hollowed out the clouds above. It leaped beyond the thin coating of tepid
gasses far above the Continent's surface. It speared toward the moons, those eternal, celestial
bodies that ruled the heavens and the net of nigh invisible power that criss-crossed the sky.
Flashes of bronze, gold, silver, orange, purple, and blue-white sparked around the sending, an
aurora that streamed about its crown and slowed its push for freedom.The sanguine Intent
surged, hurtling the summons beyond the ephemeral net that held it back. Free, it shot off into
the Void beyond the stars, where the darkness pressed close and the songs of creation dimmed
to almost nothing.Among that darkness, the power thinned, losing pieces of itself as it passed
unnaturally bright holes in the inky black. The nine strands of the summon's woven Mana were
stripped raw, peeled away, and cast into the Void until only a portion remained. This one, lonely
piece of the summons shot unerringly forth, touched still by a carmine glow. It continued beyond
the lingering symphony of existence and into the bare echoes of its dwindling refrain.To a blue-
green marble set beyond the Void, where even echoes came to die.To Earth.CHAPTER ONEHe
had been sitting in his car for fifteen minutes.The radio had been on when he'd arrived, blaring
some indefinable alternative rock between mattress commercials, but he'd switched it off. The
silence was better. Suited him more, he found. In the confines of his small, decade-old sedan, he
had a few minutes of peace.Then, his phone started ringing.Casting about, he pushed through
fast food wrappers and empty plastic bottles on his passenger seat until he'd found it. The
screen was cracked in three places, but it still worked, mostly. On the screen was the face of his
sister, Gabrielle, with a big, goofy smile on her face. He tapped the button on the side, ignoring
it.He was parked outside the large gate of a private marina. The gate had a guard, but a number
of folks streamed through it without worry. The area was considerably more upscale than he was
used to, and he'd dressed up in his nicest button down and jeans that evening. He'd run into
some old friends at a bar two night's prior, friends who had moved from college onto bigger and
better jobs than he had ever managed. It had helped, of course, that they had come from money
in the first place. The right word from a friend of the family had opened doors for them that
people like him never got beyond.Yet, they had all talked easily enough. The four of them were
all in town for some conference and were having a party on a luxury yacht one of their pals
owned. The plan was to party a bit, then set sail for international waters. He was invited along.
Casually, almost offhandedly, in the same breath that they asked a waiter for more wine.A party.



On a yacht.What am I doing here?This wasn't his scene. There was a reason he'd dropped
contact with these people; they had more money than he was comfortable with, and going out
was...not his style. He was more of a stay inside and read a book or browse the internet kinda
person. Except his apartment still reminded him of her, and of better times. He didn't want to be
there, not if he didn't have to be.But did he want to be here?Part of him did, he knew. The part
that was sick of the same dull drudgery of his nine to five gig, that groaned every morning when
it was time to ditch the oblivion of sleep and commute for an hour. A party was something
different. A yacht? A new experience. Why not embrace it?For all that he was comfortable alone,
he craved company. After...after, when his apartment became far more empty than before, the
worst of it was the lack of connection. Sitting on the couch together, watching bad police
procedurals and eating junk food had been his happy place. His gut was proof enough of
that.Then get up. Open the car door. Go to the party.Still he sat, staring in silence at the light
pollution that ruined the night sky around Fort Lauderdale. The night was mild, a brisk sixty-five
degrees, and more than a little windy. A good night, all things considered, for getting shit-faced
on a boat.A sharp pinging noise alerted him to another voicemail. That made four in the past ten
minutes. He didn't listen to them. That would just make him feel guilty for not picking up in the
first place. Gabby knew that.He knew what she would be saying, anyway."You gotta get out
more! Can't move on if you're not movin'!"Of course, she was as energetic as she was wrong.
Sure, he could move on. He had been moving on for three months now. Making big changes in
his life now that he didn't have...Big changes. He hadn't changed his job or apartment or his car,
but he'd started going to a different coffee shop in the morning. That was something, right?Right?
His sister was nineteen and filled with more joy for life than he had ever personally experienced.
It was like every day was a new adventure to her, and with a few years left of college before the
real world smacked her in the face, he could see why she thought that. He, on the other hand,
was closer to thirty than twenty and found her joie de vivre to be exhausting.Everything had
become exhausting recently.His phone rang again.Might as well get it over with.It was easy
enough to get in. The guard barely looked at him as he passed the gate, and it was as simple as
following the crowd onto the massive two hundred foot long boat. Lights pulsed atop the main
deck, and a crush of bodies filled with the insistent bump of EDM. Men and women, mostly
young, mostly clad in bikinis and board shorts, drank free drinks and danced to the frenetic
music.It was awful, so he got a drink. The liquor was doled out into a red plastic cup by a half-
naked man out of a plastic bin. He recognized it from his college days as a drink made of
whatever the hell you had to hand. It was red, fruity, and packed a serious punch. Pretty much
exactly what he needed to take the edge off. Sipping at it with a grimace, he wound his way
around the deck, feeling distinctly out of place.Help me...Blinking in confusion, he looked
around. Had he just heard someone? It was impossible to tell; the deck swirled with dancers, all
of them moving and gyrating against one another in a way that cut all his lines of sight. Someone
could have been talking right next to him and he'd never have noticed.He turned, and nearly
tripped over a young woman."Oh my god, are you okay?" He half stumbled over her splayed



legs, and it took him a moment to reorient himself on the slightly rocking boat. "Hello? Are you
—?"The girl was sitting against the bulkhead, legs out and bent, and her head was resting oddly
against her chest. Worried, he knelt down, checking her neck for a pulse. Her skin felt clammy
but warm, and her breath was labored. Everything he knew about medicine came from TV so
when he felt at her neck, he could only guess that it was maybe weaker than normal. It wasn't
racing, at least.Did she take something? He couldn't tell and, looking around, he didn't see
anyone he could actually call over to help. Do I induce vomiting? That's a thing, right?Thunder
crackled in the distance; an early summer storm, a dark purple against the nearly black night.
This was stupid. Rain was coming, and the last place he wanted to be was on an exposed deck
when a storm hit. So, hoisting the girl's limp form over his shoulder, he managed to get to his
feet. Barely. She weighed perhaps 110 pounds, but he wasn't winning weight lifting competitions
anytime soon. So it was a pained groan that escaped his lips as he moved toward the glass
covered cabin nearby.Somehow managing to open the sliding glass door, he staggered into the
cabin and set the girl on a nearby couch. White-jacketed servers with trays full of appetizers
were walking to and fro in there, and he grabbed the sleeve of the nearest one."Hey, uh, she
needs help," he gestured to the unconscious girl. "I think she might've been drugged? Or maybe
just too much booze?""Oh my," the server gasped, and immediately knelt beside the poor girl.
Deftly, the man checked her pulse and lifted each of her eyelids as he checked for...something.
"Where was she?""Just outside on the deck. She'd knocked out against the outer wall. Is...is she
gonna be okay?"The server's face, handsome as he was in a generic sorta way, looked grim. "I
don't know. I better call 911."Two other servers came from nowhere, checking on the girl as the
original server took out a cellphone. Almost immediately, he felt superfluous. Still, he lingered a
few moments longer, either worried he'd need to help or...or hoping.For a short few minutes, he
had felt important. Helpful. Now he was a bystander again as more servers bustled over to
assist.He left them to it and wandered deeper into the cabins.The interior of the luxury yacht
was, apart from the gentle roll of the water, exactly like an upscale hotel. Gatherings of people
were in here, talking animatedly to one another and drinking things that clearly weren't
fermented in a Rubbermaid bin. Grimacing, he set his plastic cup on a nearby table and put
some distance between them."You're here!"He turned sharply, surprised to find his friend
Samantha nearby. Her arms were spread wide as if she was going for a hug, and, hesitantly, he
stepped into it. "You invited me, right?""Of course, of course! I'm just glad you came," Samantha
patted his back and led them toward a group of familiar faces. Brad and David, both tall and
skinny, each dressed casually in a button down and khakis met his eyes and smiled. "Everyone!
Our old roommate from college arrived! The one I was talking about!"A round of 'hello's' and
'how are ya's' went off, but Samantha kept talking. "You know my husband Brad, and David of
course, but this is David's boyfriend Reese," she gestured to a slightly shorter man with a well-
trimmed beard. He nodded, his smile small and tight. "And beside him are my friends Kelly and
Patricia."Two women looked at him, one blonde and perhaps five feet tall and the other a
brunette that matched his own five foot ten inches. The brunette did a sort of half wave, while the



short blonde merely blinked at him before turning back to her friend."So uh, David, how've things
been?" He asked, attempting to break the ice he already felt forming. "I haven't seen you in,
what, seven years?""Something like that," David replied, his mouth smiling in a way that never
touched his eyes. "Things have been good. I was just telling Brad here that I had just invested in
a new gastro pub downtown. It's an excellent venue and has a six month waiting list.""Oh, that's
—" He groped for the right words. "That's neat."Brad snorted into his drink. "Neat. Yeah, Dave
here is making bank off that investment, and here I missed the boat! Wish I could be involved in
something so neat.""Hey, I told you what I was doing. You're the one who decided to fly to Italy
for that job of yours," Dave said."A job that pays well enough, thank you," Samantha added,
draping her arms around her husband. "Though an investment stateside would mean we could
return here more often, right?""Right right," Brad rolled his eyes in mock-suffering. "My beautiful
wife, tired of the jet-setting lifestyle. Begging me to settle down and pop out a dozen
kids.""Whoa, whoa, whoa. Let's not get ahead of ourselves!" Samantha laughed, and the others
laughed with her.His phone buzzed in his pocket, and he fished it out quickly. It was Gabby
again. Thumbing the silence button, he tried not to roll his eyes. I'm here, aren't I? Stop bugging
me, Gabs."What about you?" Samantha turned to him, hand on her hip. "What've you been up to
the past...six years since we saw you? At our wedding, right?"He nodded. "Yeah, the one on the
beach. I uh, you know, I've been working jobs here and there. Getting by.""Getting by?" Reese
said, eyebrow raised. "What's that mean?""Making do? Living paycheck to paycheck?" A spark
of annoyance kindled in his chest, one that became a flame when the bearded Reese laughed.
"You have a problem with that?""No no, of course not." Reese smiled consolingly at him, but
condescension was written plain across the man's face.His phone rang again. Grunting, he
pulled it out and held it up. "I've gotta take this.""Oh of course," Samantha said, her eyes flicking
between Reese and his own.He walked away, trying to quash the mixture of shame and rage he
felt burning through him. With an irritated groan, he swiped his phone and put it to his ear.
"What?""Bumble?""Mom? What's going on?" He stopped walking in surprise. "You don't usually
call me this late.""Do you know where your sister is?" His mother's voice shook, as if she was
barely holding in a sob."Gabby? She's ahh, she isn't at home?" He sucked at lying, especially to
his mom. "What's this about?""She's not here. She said she was going to a party and said you'd
be there. Are you?""Yeah, mom. She badgered me into it. But I haven't seen her since I got
here."She sighed in relief, though the latent terror in her voice didn't abate. "She called and left
me a terrible voice mail. Something about her and a friend being stuck on a boat? Bumble, she
sounded terrified."He thought suddenly of the phone calls he'd ignored, the volume of them
suddenly taking on a different, entirely horrifying light."Bumble? Are you there?" The connection
started to fuzz into static, and he checked his bars. He was at full."Sorry Mom, I'm here. Yeah, I
think I know where she is. I'm gonna go check. I'll call you and let you know, okay?""Please, just
—-keep her—afe," his mom asked, tears in her voice despite the bad connection. He replied,
unsure if she'd hear him or not."Of course I will. You know me."Quickly, he opened up his voice
messages. Gabby had left one nearly every time, so he started with the first."Hey dork, hope



you're on your way or else I'm gonna be mad. Call me back."The next one had a lot of ambient
background noise, music and joyful shouting. Gabby was equally loud. "Hey! Pick up! You better
show up! You promised!"The next was the same, and the next. Gabby's voice seemed more and
more annoyed, and he heard another girl's voice let out several loud 'woos' before she got
shushed. But the fifth call was far quieter. The ambient noise had gone, and Gabby's voice was
an almost-whisper. "Ohmigod, ohmigod, someone drugged April. She's out of it! Please call me
back, I need help! I can't call 911, or they'll put us in jail! Call me back!"He swallowed, the
congenial air of the space shifting toward menacing in an instant. The party still thumped outside
the glass doors, a strange counterpoint to the quieter conversations in here. There was only one
more voice mail.He selected it."They took her! I left her by the railing for a second to get help,
and they took her! Probably back into the cabin! We just got outta there! I—"The call cut off
abruptly, and a yawning pit opened up in his gut.Oh no.What had he done?With a rising urgency,
he pushed back through the small crowd and looked toward the couch he'd left the girl on. April,
her name is April. But April wasn't there.Yet he could see a few white-jacketed servers nearby,
moving into an adjoining cabin. He thought he saw the girl's foot, then...yes, her shoe. A high
heel had fallen on the carpet near the door.He walked over to them, his fear singing in his veins.
The door was open a crack, but before he could reach it, three tall men in polos and khakis
stepped out, effectively blocking the way."Hey, you're the guy!" One of them said, one that he
mentally labeled Chad. "You found our friend!""We were super worried about her, man," said
another one that looked like a Derrick. "She just up and ran off.""That girl was unconscious. She
needs a doctor," he started, trying to walk around them. Chad stepped in the way. Derrick pulled
the door almost closed behind them."Private rooms, bro. We're having her brought down to the
paramedics right now, though, so don't worry." Chad shook his head in a vague approximation of
sympathy. "She must've drank too much.""Some people don't know their limits," Derrick added.
The third one just scowled continuously.If she's their friend, I'll eat that shoe, he grimaced. They
didn't feel like caring friends, or even compassionate bystanders.They felt like predators.Yet they
had him at an impasse. He couldn't push passed them as they were taller than him, in better
shape, and seemed like they either owned the boat or knew who did."So just walk away, friend,"
Chad said, stepping into his personal space. "This doesn't concern you."Thunder rumbled in the
distance.He was so tempted to do just that. Getting involved, that had been his choice. If he
chose to believe these three Abercrombie rejects, he could step away and rinse his hands of the
whole ordeal. His car was less than a quarter mile away, he'd be gone in minutes. But Gabby
was involved, and that voicemail meant she was probably still on the boat. She wouldn't have
abandoned her friend.That's no choice at all."Can't do that, dude," he said with a nervous
swallow. "Let me through. I don't trust you guys.""Wrong move, bro." Chad's stiff arm hit him in
the chest, pushing him back. It hurt, but it was only meant to ward him off.The right hook that hit
him in the jaw was meant to hurt.He stumbled back, tripping over a leather armchair that was
bolted to the deck. Chad and Derrick crowed with laughter. Spots swam in his eyes from the hit,
and his jaw felt swollen and blazed with pain. He lurched to his feet, his doughy midsection all



kinds of wrong for this sort of thing."Hey man, back off!" Chad yelled, loud enough to get even
more attention in the cabin. Eyes swivelled toward them all and conversation cut off. "You can't
go around pushing yourself on girls, man!""What?"Thunder rolled above them, far closer than
before. Chad and Derrick both moved toward him, maneuvering around the furniture. Scowls
stepped forward, but still stood in front of the adjoining door."I said, you can't push yourself on
girls, dude. That's not right," Chad repeated, louder than before."Sick," Derrick said with a
disgusted grimace. "You better leave."He looked around himself, not quite believing what he was
hearing. People were watching them, whispering, but he could hear snippets of outrage and
disgust. More than a few had their phones out, some taking a video and others trying to make
calls. "What? No I didn't. I found her out..."Somehow, a teen girl had slipped behind Scowls. Her
face was serious and her makeup was streaked by dried tears. Slowly, she was leveraging the
door open further.Gabby. His eyes widened, and Chad frowned at him and followed his gaze.
Panicking, he did the only thing he could think of: he made a distraction."Unf!" Chad fell
backward into an armchair. He held his hand to his nose, which had started streaming blood.
"You hit me! You hit me!"Cradling his hand and out of breath, he backed away. It felt like his
knuckle had split, hitting the man's face. He looked frantically between Chad and the spectators'
faces. "I-I-"His only warning was a blur in his peripherals, then it felt like he got hit by a truck.
Derrick, the muscle-bound jagoff, tackled him away from Chad. His breath was stolen, and he
literally flew through the air. As if in slow motion, he could see everyone in the room start
shouting, Chad pushing to his feet, and, behind the wide-eyed stare of Scowls, he saw his sister
slip into the adjoining room. Unnoticed.They hit the glass door, and the whole thing
shattered.Thunder shook the world.He gasped awake.Rain poured down on him. He was...in the
crowd? The strung up lights flickered and strobed in the darkness of the storm that had finally
found them. He could see a number of men and women nearby, hands over their mouths. Why
were they so...oh.Oh.Shards of glass were sticking out of his arms and legs. Dimly, he could feel
his blood pouring out onto the deck. The rain was washing it away."What the fuck? You...dude,
you okay?" Someone leaned over him, reaching out. They hesitated, clearly unsure what to do
about all the glass.He tried to push to his feet, but his limbs wouldn't work at first. Shaky seconds
passed, and he managed to drag himself to the outer railing. The unknown man reached down
and helped him climb the bulwark."Someone call 911! This guy's bleeding bad!""This guy too!"
Someone else said, and he found himself staring at Derrick, the douchebag that had tackled him
out of a goddamn sliding door. He was covered in cuts from the glass, and a particularly long
one was embedded right where his neck met his shoulders. He wasn't moving. "Oh god, I think
he's dying!"There was a lot of blood.Chad stumbled out into the rain, fingers still pinching his
nose. He ran his eyes over the crowd and saw Derrick. Lightning split the sky, far above. The
thunder was only seconds away."YOU!" Chad rushed through the rain and blood, his chest
leading the charge as he screamed. He slid to a stop above Derrick, who still wasn't moving.
"What'd you do!?"Behind Chad, he could see Gabby carrying April, one arm over her shoulder.
Briefly, she met his eye and she paled. She stopped."Go," he whispered. "Keep going."As if she



heard him, Gabby swallowed and started moving again. Thunder hit again, and the string lights
wobbled with the sound."HEY! I'm talking to you!" Chad screamed. "You piece of shit!"He looked
again, but Gabby had disappeared into the crowd. He thought he saw her head down the
gangplank.Good. Now I just gotta follow—He didn't see the kick that hit his gut, or even register
the overhand punch that hit the back of his head. All he could sense was confusion as the world
around him was tipped over and spun, until he was staring face-first into the rain."Hope you can
swim, asswad!""Whoa, don't—!"Then he was falling. Or maybe flying. It was all the same to his
addled head as lightning lit up the rain all around him, reflecting off a million tiny specks. Then
the ocean rose up to meet him, and a rushing wet darkness enveloped him.Thunder, loud
enough that the water roiled, slammed into the world.The entire sky flared bright. The water filled
with a crimson glow, as if he'd been dunked in blood, and the lightning somehow arced through
the sea. It spread like a slow-motion video, branching and stretching in all directions as the
natural world vented untold pressures.The lightning touched him, but instead of pain he felt it
only grab at him, like a thousand fingers on a hand the size of a whale. More and more of it
latched onto him, the branches twisting unnaturally to head toward his floating form. He barely
had the time to panic, because in the next instant the lightning's path, impossibly, reversed.He
was yanked up and into the howling storm. Into the light.And then darkness.CHAPTER TWOHe
woke up on the beach.He didn’t even have to open his eyes; the loud surf and soft crunch of the
sand beneath his head was enough. He groaned as he brought his hands to his face, the all too
familiar surge of pressure igniting behind his eyes, the dry swelling in his mouth and throat, and
the barest hints of heaving nausea. He must have had a good time last night. He didn't even
remember making it to the beach. Just the yacht, and the...his thoughts flinched away from that,
his brain still too tender.A small peek of his eyelids, and he decided blindness was preferable to
the unbearable light. He reached out his hands, slowly and with excruciating effort flipping
himself onto his belly. Sand mushed into his face, and he smelled something weird. French fries?
Whatever it was, it made that pool of nausea turn into a tidal wave. He poured out all his bad
decisions in two or three heaves, then curled up into a ball and laid there. Let the beach patrol
find me, he pleaded. Let me be their problem. But no one came to escort him off the beach. No
outraged mother shrieked about degenerates in broad daylight. He wasn't even bothered by any
vagrants, looking to bum a smoke.Despite his pain, he was curious. He slowly opened his eyes,
ready to endure the blinding sun in order to get his bearings.This isn't Fort Lauderdale.The sky
was pale, a hazy white that seemed to curve all around him. Small waves of dark green water
lapped near his feet, crests murmuring incessantly. He stood on a small spit of gray sand, barely
more than three feet wide, that extended into the horizon. The sky was lighter there, as if
something was leaching the color out of everything. It was early morning, the sun barely above
the horizon, and the moons hadn't set.Wait.Shit.He rubbed his palms against his eyes and
peered again at the sky. His eyes told him the same thing again. There were four...no, five moons
in the sky."What the fuck?" He half-laughed, looking around himself for someone to explain the
joke. There was no one.Then it hit him.The yacht. The fight. His sister.The storm.He took a shaky



breath. "Ok so there are five moons. Ok. I'm on a sandbar in a weird ocean and the sky has five
moons. I'm probably not dead. That lightning bolt didn't fry my brain, because I can see and hear
and feel and—I can deal with this. I got this." Six measured breaths later, he was feeling better.
Not great, but better. He suspected he still had some alcohol in his system, though he didn't
remember drinking much of his cup. He stood up and looked around again, hoping he'd missed
something.The sand spit was a perfectly straight line that disappeared into the hazy horizon, a
roiling fog hiding it from further sight. Behind him, the stretch of sand connected to a much larger
body of land an uncertain distance away. It loomed large in the dawn semi-dark, and he couldn't
make out many details, but it was way more inviting than the vanishing horizon.Step one, he
thought. Get away from the creepy green ocean.He'd always feared the open sea, the idea of
dark cloudy waters hiding sharks made his back itch and palms sweat. He hustled down the
sandbar, moving as fast as his achy body allowed. He'd only made it twenty yards when the
sand shifted beneath him. "Whoa, that's dangerous," he muttered as he adjusted his footing.
Then a portion of the sandbar gave way, and his leg buckled.He plunged into the dark water.The
water burned like fire sizzling along his flesh. He thrashed in pain, blindly grabbing for the sandy
shore he knew was nearby. His hand sank into gritty sand for a moment before something
suddenly tugged on his leg.His eyes snapped open in surprise, and the caustic waters bit at his
eyes as he was spun toward something in the deeper water. A giant orange eye the size of a
basketball blazed in the murky depths, and a tentacle attached to it tightened on his leg painfully.
He screamed, bubbles flooding his face as he tried to pull back on the sandbar, trying to escape.
The shape in the dark depths was hard to make out, but it had too many writhing limbs to be
anything except a monster.A second tentacle whipped out of the darkness and latched onto his
left wrist, constricting painfully and yanking his arm backward. Casually, almost
contemptuously.System Initial—ERRORHe was barely hanging on, the tips of his fingers losing
ground in the slippery sand. He spared a second glance backward and immediately regretted it.
A dozen more eyes had appeared, and all were oriented on him. The dark silhouettes of dozens
of more tentacles writhed in the water, hungrily reaching out for him. His left arm was pulled
again, inch by inch tearing him away from his perch in the rocky sand. Desperate, weaponless,
out of breath; he did the only thing he could think of...He bit it.A spark of bright light flashed in his
eyes, gold and blue, and the creature's flesh just broke apart. Acrid blood flooded his mouth,
tasting like rotting seaweed and brine, just as the acidic water ate away at his tongue and gums.
More blue and gold flashes assaulted his vision, flares like fireworks exploded in his mind.
Before he could focus on them, the creature's tentacles pulled back in pain, loosening their grip
in the process. Frantically, he scrambled up the slope, kicking his legs in a spastic doggy paddle.
His head broke the surface, and he gulped the air greedily even as he pulled himself onto the
thin spit of land.His heart hammered in his ears and fear raced in his blood. He stumbled to his
feet, even as a shapeless mass broke the still waters with whipping tentacles.Outlier
Detected...ERROR"Holy shit!" He stuttered into a run, heading toward the dark landmass as the
tentacles lashed at the spot he was standing in just moments ago. His clothes were waterlogged



and burning, the awful acidic water raising welts on his skin even as he dried rapidly in the warm
air. "WHAT THE FUCKING FUCK!"*THOOM!*An explosion behind him threw coarse grey sand
over his back and pelted his exposed calf, but he didn't turn around. He wasn't sure he'd be able
to handle seeing what was behind him. He just kept running, helplessly counting the seconds
until he was eaten.Ten seconds.Thirty seconds.Sixty seconds, and suddenly the sounds
ceased. It was another half minute before he collapsed on the pale sand of a much larger beach,
the treeline dark and green ahead of him. He was exhausted, mentally and physically. He finally
managed to turn his head, and saw that the sandy spit was torn to shreds. Whatever had chased
him had ripped it apart as it thrashed toward him. Dull horror twinged in his chest, barely
registering in his exhaustion. If that thing had caught him...Something glimmered in the dark
green waters, a few hundred feet out. A thick, lashing tentacle swept into the air before diving
deep into the now-still waters. A sharp trilling noise sounded in his ears, and he twitched in
shock. Then, a series of bright blue boxes appeared before him.System Initializing...Stand
By...Target Analyzed.Name: The DreadType: Blood BeastLevel: ???HP: ???MP: ???Lore: The
Dread is all-consuming, all-powerful, and unstoppable."Huh," he breathed.He passed
out.CHAPTER THREEFor the second time in a day, he woke on a beach. A firetruck blared into
his ears, a cacophony of bells that rattled his sore head. He groaned and tried to roll over,
covering his head with his arms. The tangy scent of his waterlogged clothes hit him hard, and he
retched.Smells almost as bad as that squid, he thought.He lurched upright, suddenly
remembering the sea monster. He looked around frantically, heart pounding with adrenaline. It
was early morning, the sun just beginning to shine on the gray sands and dull green sea. There
was a heavy mist in the air, as if the sun hadn't had a chance to burn it away yet, and it clung to
the low places around him. On his left leg, where the creature had grabbed him, the skin was
blistered and torn. The same was true of his left forearm, and my god, they hurt so bad!He held
himself still, riding out the pain until he could get a handle on it. He focused on details to cope,
running his hands through the coarse gray sand (why is it gray?) and noticed that both of his
wounds had small, circular ridges where the flesh was torn.Suction cups. He shuddered.A bell
rang brightly in his ear three more times, spiking the pain in his head but distracting him from his
arm and leg. Then he saw it: a small icon shaped like an exclamation point was flashing in the
corner of his vision. "What is this?" He thought it looked like...No, that wouldn't make
sense. Looking directly at it was impossible, it kept moving to the side. He stood up, his legs
protesting as the blistered skin stretched tight. He tried spinning toward the blinking object, but
it'd dance away immediately. After five minutes, he had had enough. "AGH! What the hell!
Open!"And it did.His vision was suddenly inundated with small blue boxes, semi-transparent
and filled with large off-white script. He couldn't place why they seemed so familiar until he read
one."No way."The Continent Welcomes You, Unbound!Choose Your Race!This is insane, he
managed, his mind reeling. It's like a game. What's an Unbound?Dozens of names began to
populate beneath the Race header, and he caught a few. Human, Elf, Dwarf, something called a
Traxik. But then there was a stuttering glitch with the screen and sparks of crimson light bled



onto the blue. Three notifications appeared in rapid succession, all save the last tinged by that
crimson hue and accompanied by a droning tone.ERR0R((#)! Extra Options Granted!
ERROR#12! Race Already Selected!You Have Chosen: NymNym: Will Unyielding, Soul of Fire.
A Lost Race.+1 to WIL, INT, DEX And END Per Level, +5 Bonus Stats Per Level. -5% XP
Gain.All Choices Have Consequences."What? I didn't choose anythi—"Before he could finish
the sentence, his jaw snapped shut as his body was wracked with Pain. Capital 'P' pain that hurt
so bad it felt like his blood was on fire. Screams tried to worm their way out of him, but his throat
had swollen and his lungs felt like they'd burst. That droning tone grew louder, more insistent,
more textured; it rattled through him like a subwoofer had been installed beneath his skin,
shaking his bones until everything just came loose. He thrashed in the sand, in silent
agony.Then, in an instant, it stopped.The pain disappeared, as if it had never been, and his
notifications cleared and repopulated.Race Successfully Changed.Prepare For Your Reveal!My
what? What the hell is going on?Congratulations! You Have Revealed Your Omen!ERROR!
Omens—ERR-0R!Omens Are—#F(=)Y*% H*@V3 ReV$al$#: (#$ F00—ERRORMore red light,
more noise, though each subsequent notification was met with more and more blue and gold. A
pain slowly gathered behind his eyes, intense and only getting worse at each flashing box.A
burst of blue and gold sparks inundated his vision, completely obscuring everything else and
drowning out that irregular static with the sound of a ringing bell. A single stout-bordered blue
box appeared. There was not a hint of red to it.You Have Revealed: The Magician+2 to WIL, +1
to INT, And PER Per Level.A wave of rainbow light exploded outward from him, like an
expanding orb. It happened so suddenly, he could only watch as it whisked into the distance, a
receding line that didn't touch the loose sand at his feet.What? He looked down at himself,
confused and slightly terrified. Omens? Magician? He didn't even know what that meant!And
then he did, as if the knowledge was shoved into his brain:The Magician: The Will To
Know.That's...less than useful. He ran a shaking hand through his dark hair, slicking it back with
an increasing amount of sweat. All of this had him covered in a flop sweat, not to mention the
building heat in the air. He was overwhelmed. Whatever was going on had more rules to it than
he could grasp. And that light show was...concerning, to say the least.And the pain...it still
tingled his fingertips, an echo of torment he couldn't shake. The pain more than anything had
him sure that this, whatever it was, was all real.But it couldn't be...could it?As stupid as it
sounded, even in the privacy of his own head, it felt like he was in an RPG or MMO game.
Fantasy races, blue menu screens, magic and monsters...it all felt terribly familiar. Save that he
wasn't familiar with the Nym race in any fiction, and the term "Omen" was also unfamiliar, though
he guessed it was something like a class. If this was all a delusion, his imagination was smarter
than he had ever thought.In less than a breath, another notification popped up.Choose Your
Born Trait!This time the window was populated by dozens, hundreds, then thousands of options.
A scroll bar on the side of the notification window slowly grew smaller and smaller, until he could
barely see it. The error messages didn't reappear, thankfully, and he found himself staring at
more options than he knew what to do with. The growing list of options ranged from useful to



downright bizarre.Mighty Thews: +2 to STR and +2 bonus to any Feats of Strength
performed.Talented Voice: +2 to VIT and +2 bonus to all Negotiations with sentient creatures
that share your language.Fish Breath: Breathe underwater, able to eat an entire fish in a single
swallow...."So many...."Suddenly, he was almost glad his Race and Omen were chosen for him;
if there were this many options for everything, then he'd be hip deep in these notifications for
hours. He tried to close the window, hoping that he could put this off longer, but the notification
just shook before returning to its original position. Looked like he had to make his choice now.He
put his hands to his temples, feeling the remnants of his hangover resurfacing. The world felt like
it was spinning just slightly too fast, and he had to crouch and sink a hand into the warm sand
beneath him. This was too much. First the yacht, Chad, and Gabby...Dear god, Gabby.What
happened to her and her friend? Had they made it off the boat? It was storming too, so—The
storm.Again the memory of the storm and the lightning strike rose up inside him. He flinched
from it, like touching a hot stovetop, but he couldn't deny what he recalled. He'd been pulled from
the sea, yanked into the storm and...and left here. Beside a terrifying ocean and killer monsters.
What next? He wasn't even human anymore, apparently."Where the hell am I?!" he half-shouted
and fell to his butt in the sand. He was so tired. He tried to close his eyes, but the pop-up
notification was still there. He thrashed his arms and legs in the sand and yelled.
"AAARRRAAAHHHH!"Thirty seconds later, he panted in the grey sands, physically and
emotionally exhausted. His limbs were heavy from his little fit, and his left arm and leg throbbing
from where he had torn open parts of his blisters. He was all alone in a strange land, with deadly
monsters everywhere, and opaque RPG-style game rules.Why? Why am I here?He scrunched
his eyes closed and tried to envision himself laying on his futon in his tiny studio apartment. He
tried to remember the feel of his down comforter, and the uncomfortable slats beneath the thin
mattress. But the notification taunted him, glaring bright and blue and unavoidable. He opened
his eyes with a sigh.I don't know why I'm here, or how I can get home, but if I'm going to survive
this insane place, then I need some serious advantages. He set his jaw and sat up, confronting
the notification.His Omen was called The Magician. It had something to do with will or willpower,
according to the vague description. His Race was Nym, and he gained bonuses to some sort of
stats. He couldn't remember, exactly. He started fumbling around his display, hoping for some
reminder of what those bonuses were and received a single line of text in reply.Cannot Open
Status Page At This Time"Huh. So that means there is one."Despite himself, he was intrigued.
His fears and frustrations began to fall behind curiosity. He was blind to whatever stats he had,
but he thought that his Race and Omen gained bonuses to WIL, INT, DEX, END, and PER. If this
was anything like the tabletop RPGs he'd played, then those hopefully stood for Willpower,
Intelligence, Dexterity, Endurance, and Perception. He had double bonuses to WIL and INT,
which fed into the idea that his class had access to magic or something. His breath caught for a
moment. Was magic real here?"Don't get distracted. Maybe it is, maybe it isn't. The Trait options
might clue me in. What sort of Traits do I have available?" He refocused on the Born Trait
selection window, slowly making his way down.There were thousands of options, and he quickly



got lost in reading them. They covered all sorts of options and character builds, but he had no
clue what to expect in this strange place. Would the ability to cleanse his blood of impurities
once daily be useful? Sure, especially if there was poison or something close by. Would it be
better than the other options? He had no idea.He read through twenty or so options before he
realized how stupid he was being. He had just survived a wild animal attack, and now he was
sitting out in the open? He was surprised at how easily he lost himself, a powerful thrill of fear
seizing him at the thought of being caught unaware by some beast. The area, aside from that
terrifying squid, seemed to be devoid of any animal life at all.But he'd never been an outdoorsy
guy. Who knew what lurked out there?He stood and stepped closer to the tree line. There was a
collection of large boulders to his right, a number of which were close enough together that he
had to squeeze between them. Nestled within the boulders, each taller than himself, he felt a
sudden sense of relief. Perhaps it wasn't perfect safety, but he wasn’t so exposed any
longer.Back to the Traits, I guess.Three hours. He spent three hours sitting on the beach and
reading the various Traits. He ended up filing them into three categories: Utility, Neat But
Useless, and Overpowered. Neat But Useless was easily the largest category, filled with
thousands of Traits that seemed less than optimal. He was blind to the rules of this place and his
own stats, but even he could tell that being able to "eat a coconut whole and spit out the rind at
high speed" was dumb. Utility had some interesting options, including a way to jump up to three
times his height at will. That would be cool as hell, he thought. There was even a Trait called
Mageborn, which granted him a larger than normal Mana pool. It also confirmed the idea that
magic existed on the Continent, wherever that might be. The knowledge thrilled him, and he
couldn't help feeling excited at the thought of hurling fireballs and other wizard stuff. But the last
category contained the only Trait that seemed entirely perfect.Keen Mind - +2 INT. You have
perfect recall of all events within the past 30 days, and have a 20% chance of perfect recall
beyond 30 days.The nature of knowledge meant that memory was critical, and if his Omen
description was any indication, knowledge was core to his class. While being stronger or faster
might help him survive, Keen Mind would let him thrive. It was just a gamble on whether he could
live long enough to make it useful.He hesitated before selecting it. He spent long minutes going
over the other options, but nothing caught his eye except for Mageborn which only gave him a
small bump to his Mana pool in the beginning. He didn't know how much Mana he'd be using
later, but he didn't even know any spells right now. He shook his head. Screwing up his courage,
he selected Keen Mind.Are You Sure?All Choices Have Consequences.Y/NThat phrase again.
He frowned and mentally selected “yes.”You Have Selected Keen Mind As Your Born Trait!
CONGRATULATIONS!What Is Your Name, Unbound?He paused. Should he use his real name?
He had never really liked his name, and who knew what things he'd encounter here. Maybe it
was smart to hide his real name? So, feeling a little foolish, he decided to input a name he had
used in several games:Felix NevarreThank You, Felix!Welcome Again To The Continent!We
Hope You Survive.Then the blue window disappeared.I'm sorry, what? He—no, Felix was
worried. That last line was not encouraging.Then his train of thought was interrupted by a metric



fuck ton of PINGs and blue box notifications.Combat Engaged Before Initialization!ERROR!
Logs Imperfect!You Have Been Injured!You Have Sustained Acid Damage!Due to Attack Before
Initialization, Deadly Damage Has Been Negated!You Have Survived The Dread!Due To Eating
The Dread and Surviving, You Have Gained a Title!Gourmand (Rare)!Eat Your Foes! Learn Their
Strength! Knowledge Fuels You!+1 to INT and VIT!"What?" Felix was dumbfounded. "A title?
Just from biting the squid? That's...yeah, that's weird."The notifications continued. Every time he
closed one, another was ready to take its place. Most of them said he “sustained acid damage,”
probably from that nasty green ocean which Felix now assumed was a low-grade acid.That's
what I'm smelling! Vinegar!That had been bugging him for a while.You Have Learned a Skill!Acid
Resistance (Common), Level 1Decrease damage from acid by a small amount. Amount
increases slightly with Skill Level.Felix grimaced, the taste of the Dread's ichor still faint in his
mouth. At least it was good for something. The moment he closed the notification, another three
appeared in quick succession:Acid Resistance is now Level 2!Acid Resistance is now Level 3!
Acid Resistance is now Level 4!Huh. Felix's eyes widened as his injuries began to burn less.
Now, instead of a faint burning, they just felt like a standard open wound, wet and stinging in the
air. Did this mean he could train Acid Resistance by jumping in the brackish water? He glanced
at the waveless sea before him, imagining the creatures squirming beneath.He shuddered. Hard
pass.You have Gained a Title!Survivor I (Uncommon)!Your Health has dropped below 5%, but
you lived to tell the tale! +1 END, +1 VIT!You Have Learned A Skill!Analyze (Common), Level
1Intuit knowledge of people, places, and things! Will garner more information with further
use! You Have Analyzed Your Enemy!Name: The DreadType: Blood BeastLevel: ???HP: ???
MP: ???Lore: The Dread is all consuming, all powerful, and unstoppable.Analyze, huh? Felix
was inordinately pleased. If he was going the route of knowledge gatherer, this would be a core
skill.That monster name and lore though...Yikes.You Have Escaped The Dread! You Fled Rather
Than Die A Painful Death! Wise Move! XP Earned!Felix let out a shrill yawp as suddenly light
enveloped his body. He scrambled to his feet as a nearly inaudible yet haunting melody crashed
against his ears, and the light faded just as quickly as it appeared. A new notification appeared
before him, and this time the box was gilded and surrounded by a stylized border.Level up!You
Are Now Level 2!+3 to WIL! +2 to INT! +1 to DEX! +1 to END! +1 to PER!You Have 5 Unused
Stat Points!"Holy shit," he said, his eyes wide. "It IS like a video game."This only affirmed his
increasingly paranoid suspicion that he had died and gone to a particularly strange afterlife. He
had stats. And levels! What even was this?The notifications continued, unabated.Your Title
Gourmand Has Garnered You Insight!You Have Learned A Skill!Memories of the Past
(Uncommon), Level 1Capture Memories from the Mana of your foes! Relive collected Memories
to gain insight and learn from your enemies! Memories last until relived, then fade. Percentage
retained determined by Skill Level.SYNERGY DETECTED!Keen Mind Has Synergy With
Memories of the Past (U)!Do You Wish To Evolve Your Skill?Y/N"Uh, yes. Why wouldn't
I?"Evolution In Process...Felix suddenly felt light-headed and sweaty, as if he hadn't eaten in
days and tried to run a marathon. His hands shook as he held them up to his head. More flashes



of blue and gold streaked across the corners of his vision, like fireworks just out of sight. That
pain reawakened, flaring along his skin and burrowing up his spine.A bell chimed, barely
audible, and the pain rapidly spiked. Felix's breath was sucked from his chest, like he'd been
punched in the solar plexus. His body felt like a deflating balloon, and all of his air was rushing
out of him, gathering at the edges of his vision.You Have Discovered A Skill!Lessons of the Past
(Rare), Level 1Capture Memories from the Mana of your foes! All Memories are retained
perfectly for 30 days, after which retention is increased by Skill level. Chance of capturing a
Memory increases with Skill level. Chance of learning Skills from retained Memories increases
with Skill level.“Huuah!” Felix sucked in a sudden lungful of air, finally able to breathe, and he fell
to his knees. His head felt stuffed with cotton and also vaguely on fire. The pain of the evolving
Skill was vivid but brief, a dull burn that even now faded away. The notification hovered before
him as he coughed into the sandy loam, blinking insistently until he acknowledged it. He looked
up.Ho-holy cow.If he was reading this correctly, he could learn Skills from the memories of
enemies he'd, what? Defeated? Encountered? That was wildly overpowered. His choice of Born
Trait was already bearing fruit.Memory Gained From The Dread! Would You Like To Review It
Now?Yes/YesCHAPTER FOURFelix's head rocked back, his smile faltering. A Memory from that
tentacle horror? He shuddered. And he didn't have a choice? Taking a deep breath, he looked
around the beach and didn't see anything nearby for at least a mile on the open sands. Before
he could think too much about it, he mentally selected "Yes."Everything went dark.Slowly, the
world lightened until Felix was surrounded by a green murkiness that reminded him
uncomfortably of the Bitter Sea. Nearby, a dim light played across the waters, shining from
between blocky shadows. His body spun closer, moving in a way that Felix only offhandedly
thought as strange. The rest of his attention was on the strange crimson light emanating from
between several columns of hexagonal basalt. They rose up from the murky sea floor, rising up
and around the bloody light like a cupped hand or a copse of creepy trees. Or a cage.Felix tried
to move closer, but quickly realized he wasn't in control of his body. It felt bloated and ungainly,
too big and too...squishy, somehow. He blinked. And blinked. And kept on blinking, set after set
of eyes that seemed to warp around his massive skull, eyes that were just now taking in the
mottled color of fleshy tentacles coiling in the acidic water. A dark presence swam in the currents
beneath him, just out of sight. Then, with a sickening lurch, the presence oriented on him.
Tentacles coiled and the eyes of the creature focused inward as pressure gathered on his mind.
With mounting horror, Felix realized he was embodied within the Dread itself.And somehow, it
had noticed him."GAH!"Soaked with sweat and face-first on the grey sand, Felix’s heart
thrummed in his chest. His adrenaline was racing in his veins even as he leaped to his feet and
took quick glances in all directions. He was still alone, the expanse of grey beach and dull green
water quiet and still. Soft lapping of the foaming edge of the Bitter Sea washed a dozen feet
away, and Felix shuddered.He climbed back into his cocoon of rocks.That was awful. Felix
shook his head as he sat down heavily. His adrenaline rush was wearing off, leaving him shaky,
his limbs all elbows and knees. If that was what happened every time he reviewed a Memory,



then he'd take a hard pass in the future.As long as I can, he amended.Lessons of the Past is
level 2!With a final steadying breath, Felix braced for more notifications, but no more
appeared."Took long enough," he muttered. "Now what?"The beach was silent, the soft whoosh
of water and bitter tang of vinegar permeating the air. He had been thrust into this strange place,
dropped into deathly danger, and accosted with changes to everything about himself. Felix
shook his head, trying to get a grip. The world was like a game, so did that mean he was a
player? Were there others?"First things first," he muttered. He needed more information."Menu,"
he tried. Nothing. "Status."Nothing. Just a grey beach and green water.Undeterred, Felix tried to
visualize what he wanted. Quickly, a blue screen appeared before his eyes.Name: Felix
NevarreLevel: 2Race: NymOmen: The MagicianBorn Trait: Keen MindHealth: 28/35Stamina:
36/36Mana: 51/51STR: 2 PER: 5VIT: 7 END: 7INT: 13 WIL: 9AGL: 3 DEX: 5Skills:Acid
Resistance (C), Level 4Analyze (C), Level 1Lessons of the Past (R), Level 2Title(s):Gourmand
(+1 INT, WIL)Survivor I (+1 END, VIT)Unused Stat Points: 5"Whoa, cool." Excitement stirred in
his chest again. He had stats, skills, and Mana. This was wild beyond belief.Now if it weren't for
all the life threatening danger. His leg and arm still twinged painfully in reminder, and Felix
noticed that his Health was sitting at 28/35. It didn't seem to be getting worse, which was good,
but he needed to find a way to heal up.One thing at a time.His stats appeared to govern his
physical and mental abilities, and looked to have started...kinda low. Were these low? He had no
idea what the average was.His highest stat by far was Intelligence at 13, thanks to his Race,
Omen, Born Trait, and Gourmand Title. He wasn't sure what Intelligence affected, but it was a
safe bet that it had to do with magic. Did it also make him smarter? Felix couldn't tell.Next up
was Willpower, another mental stat that might have something to do with magic. The rest, aside
from his Strength and Agility which were abysmal, were all middling.He eyeballed his Unused
Stat Points. His Race garnered him a huge amount of these, enough to up all of his stats by one
per level if he wished (if he included the other stat bumps he also gained from leveling up). Felix
had no idea if the Nym race was amazing or if this was a normal amount of bonus stats per level,
but he was feeling that it was on the large side. In fact, the whole deal of his Race and Omen
being pre-chosen seemed suspect and raised more questions than ever.Felix frowned and
perused his memories of the last half hour. His perfect recall showed its power here, bringing
forth a seemingly flawless recreation of events. He had to put a great deal of focus on it, and his
head felt like it was simultaneously splitting and overheating if he concentrated for too long, but it
truly seemed perfect. At least, up until the point where he selected Keen Mind as his Born Trait.
Before that moment, Felix could only rely on his natural memory. Was his normal memory
improved, as well? Was that an effect of a higher Intelligence?He flinched as his improved
memory touched the edges of the Dread's Memory again. The headache flared into full force,
and Felix shut it down in a hurry. He shuddered and reoriented."Inventory. Map," he tried to
visualize them coming up. "Settings." Nothing worked. He had a Status page and that was
it.Felix grumbled in frustration. The sun, now risen above the horizon, was beating down on him
with increasing intensity. He stood from his tiny fortress and walked toward the shade of the



treeline, carefully eyeing the shadows for anything that might try to kill him. The Dread taught him
an important lesson, at least.The vegetation was temperate, reminding him of the northeast
coastline of America. The air had a mild heat to it, reminding Felix of early spring, or maybe early
summer if this was further from the equator than Florida. Its own equator, of course. Felix shook
his head. Another freaking world.Scrub and thin trees dotted the sandy soil as it built toward
heavier growth farther up a small incline. As he walked, his eyes were gradually drawn to a small
flowering plant near the trunk of a hearty-looking shrub. It had pale blue flowers and bright red
stamen. Without conscious thought, he felt his Analyze Skill activate.Name: Blue HeriboreLore:
Praised for its beauty, the blossom of the Blue Heribore is a well known soporific.Felix smiled,
surprised."Cool."The next hour found Felix trudging deeper into the woods, Analyzing everything
he could see. More than anything, he needed information. Where was he? How did he get here?
Was there anything close to civilization nearby?After what had to be four miles of arduous forest
walking, Felix didn't feel he was closer to any answers. His feet and calves were sore, his leg and
arm still aching from The Dread, and his mouth dry. His Analyze Skill, however, was doing
fine.Name: Velbore TreeLore: A silver barked tree in the Hessidae Family, known to flower only
when it rains.Properties: UnknownAlchemical Properties: UnknownAnalyze is level 7!Felix
rubbed his eyes, a slight headache simmering behind them. He had been Analyzing everything
he could, and the information displayed was getting more detailed. The Lore entry in particular
had begun to drop large words in an unknown language, like this world's version of Latin.
Hopefully by Level 10 he would start to see some of the Properties that were unknown, but that
was just a guess. Anything beyond a dozen feet couldn't be targeted by the Skill, so Felix ended
up meandering as he found various plants that seemed interesting. He had cataloged twenty-
two different flowers, four types of moss, nine trees, and one slow-moving slug the size of his
forearm.Name: Rock Slug (Common)Type: InvertebrateLevel: 20HP: ???/???MP: ???/???Lore:
A slug known for its highly potent acid, used primarily to digest calcium deposits.It was busy
slowly eating through a rock. He made a wide berth around that one, just to be safe.The wildest
part? If he chose to, he could remember everything that had happened today as if he were
reliving it. All of those flowers, mosses, and trees were as crystal clear in his mind as the dull
green undergrowth beneath his feet.For instance, during the second hour he had found a broken
branch of a Lecuna tree, it's wrist-thick wood a pale brown swirled with deeper emerald tones.
He knocked the small branches off as best he could and had made a passable walking stick. He
had even earned a new skill for that one.You Have Learned A Skill!Improvisation (Common),
Level 1The ability to make what is available useful! Great for a poor crafter or a homeless
vagrant.Felix's eyebrow twitched at the memory. There was a certain level of snark in that skill
description. It made him question whether this "system" was being controlled, or if it was just
omniscient with sass. He wasn't sure which unnerved him more.He'd also found a very useful
herb. Small and white, they grew in bundles in shadier nooks of the forest floor. They kinda
reminded Felix of Queen Anne's Lace, but with bigger petals.Name: YarrowLore: Commonly
used in poultices to engage healing and stop bleeding. Can be eaten raw for lesser



effects.Properties: +1 Health per second for 5 seconds, end Bleeding Status.Alchemical
Properties: UnknownThere were seven flowers in total, and he tried one of them.You've ingested
Yarrow!+1 Health per second for 5 seconds!In the next five seconds, Felix’s leg and arm finally
felt like new. He looked down at them in amazement.Whoa.He wasted no time in taking the rest.
Without another option, he put them in his jeans pockets and hoped they wouldn't be ruined if it
turned out he needed them again.Despite all that, he was still wandering around the woods with
zero direction. He had been orienting himself by the rising sun, but the canopy had quickly
grown too dense to see it much of the time. All he could manage was to head in the opposite
direction of the weird Bitter Sea.Then Felix began to hear something new. Birdsong. Chorusing
insects. Even the small patter of tiny lizard feet on a branch above him. Now the sounds of life
returned all around him, each step bringing more to his eyes and ears. Even the greenery was
more vibrant, with deeper greens and more robust flowers.The closer I am to the Bitter Sea, the
less signs of life there are. Is that because of the Dread? That made sense. Maybe it was an
apex predator or something and scared everything away.The sway of a small branch nearby
made him swivel toward a new arrival, a rodent the size of a house cat that fixed him with small
beady eyes. It rotated a leafy root vegetable quickly in its paws, gnawing it with startling
speed.Analyze...Name: Tree VoleType: BeastLevel: 23HP: ???/???MP: ???/???Lore: Small
mammal of the Phelandessiae family, noted for its sharp claws which channel Mana to pierce
even the strongest bark.Damn, he paused, pursing his lips. Even the rodents are higher level
than I am. Despite its size Felix assumed those Mana claws would do a number on his weak
frame. He wasn't even wearing armor, just his increasingly uncomfortable dress shirt and jeans.
The squid had ripped up one of the legs, and the acidic seawater ate away at the rest of it. Now it
was drying, and Felix was positive it was going to crust away into pieces at any moment. As he
stepped back, the vole scurried away, quick as a flash.Holy dang, that thing was fast.Felix kept
going, at first attempting to skirt around any decently-sized creatures in fear that he would be
attacked. Everything looked so different than he was used to; the animals were larger and had
intimidating claws or teeth or scales. But after twenty minutes of zero attacks and even
witnessing several smaller creatures fleeing at his approach, Felix started to feel a little
comfortable.Maybe this place isn't too bad. I mean, they can't ALL be like the Dread, right?As he
walked, he kept Analyzing anything new in sight, trying to raise the level of the only actionable
Skill he had. He was pretty sure he learned Analyze by attempting to figure out The Dread, but
no matter how many times he awkwardly attempted a high kick he never saw any notifications.
No Super Kick Skill for him.Was there a set Skill list? Did he just so happen to make the right eye
movement to unlock Analyze? What about his Acid Resistance and Lessons of the Past? Both
of those were definitively the result of his actions, idiotic as they were. He still couldn't believe he
bit a giant squid monster.Felix was chuckling to himself when a sudden humming approached
him. Looking up, he saw the strangest thing yet: a teal and yellow lizard hovered ten feet away
from him, the blur of four dragonfly-like wings holding it aloft and producing the oddly-pitched
humming noise. Almost without thinking, Felix activated Analyze.Name: Sharpwing SkinkType:



ReptileLevel: 23HP: ???/???MP: ???/???Lore: Highly territorial reptiles with four razor-sharp
wings.A grotesque gurgle snapped his attention away from the notification window, just as a wad
of greenish goo splattered against his chest and knocked Felix on his ass. The goo immediately
began to sizzle, eating through his tattered shirt and straight into his skin.Acid Resistance is
Level 5!Acid Resistance is Level 6!Ow ow ow shit ow! Felix immediately made to roll into the
loamy soil, hoping to scrape the acid from his chest. Doing so, he just barely managed to dodge
the Sharpwing Skink as it quite literally buzzed him. The burn of the acid fell away once he'd
scraped off enough of it, and Felix got to his feet in a crouch. He readied his walking stick like a
baseball bat, not really sure what he could do to a monster that was over twenty levels higher
than him. But he had nowhere to run, not really, and he was sick and tired of things attacking him
and getting away with it.The Skink buzzed at him again, its mouth wide open and filled with
dozens of tiny triangular teeth. It was so fast that Felix only had a bare instant to line up his shot,
and he swung as hard as he could. The overgrown lizard bobbed nimbly out of the path of his
clumsy stick, zipping up and around a nearby velbore tree. Before Felix could even register that
he'd missed, the Skink slammed into his back and put him back onto the ground.You've taken a
Critical Hit!Your Health has dropped below 10%!Back and shirt shredded, Felix shook his head,
dismissing more blinking notifications. The pain was overwhelming him, first his chest and now
his back was a sea of fire, scorching every nerve ending and fogging his mind. Barely able to
think, he quickly dumped all five Bonus Stat Points into WIL, doing nothing for the pain but
immediately clearing his head. He pushed down the agony and got shakily to his feet.Breathing
carefully, Felix tried to listen for the dumb lizard. A distant humming emanated from the trees to
the northeast, and without wasting time on thinking, he dove forward in a roll. A sharp rising buzz
zipped passed him, just barely missing his head.Cursing, Felix did something he should have
done in the first place.He ran.He scrambled behind a nearby tree just in time to hear the gurgle-
hiss-splorch of another Acid Spit landing. Felix smelled acrid smoke but didn't look back. The
humming grew in pitch and volume, and he put everything he had into running as fast as he
could, zig-zagging through the trees to hopefully avoid any more acid.He wasn't sure how long
he ran. All he knew was that his lungs burned with each breath, and his legs shrieked in pain as
he pushed himself through the forest. By the end, his vision dimmed and black around the
edges, he simply collapsed into a patch of weeds and wildflowers, folding his arms feebly over
his head. After a few minutes of just breathing and no attack, he strained his senses. It was quiet.
He let out a shaky breath. He'd lost it.A small yellow icon flashed in his vision, and Felix
remembered all the notifications he had ignored during his fight. He toggled them on.WARNING!
Your Stamina Has Been Depleted!Current Stamina: 2/36Wow. No wonder he had collapsed. It
must have hit zero during his escape. He was lucky the Sharpwing Skink had given up, or else
he'd be a bloody smear against some tree. What did the Lore say again? They were highly
territorial, so once he had left its claimed area, it dropped the chase. Felix sat up, propping
himself against a nearby stump, careful of his wounded back. He watched his Stamina tick down
to 1/36 at this simple action, and a wave of weakness passed through his arms and legs.He had



to fix that. Somehow.You Have Gained A Title!Survivor II (Uncommon)!Drop to less than 5%
Health twice within 24 hours. +1 END, +2 VITFelix's eyes went wide, and he quickly accessed
his Health.Warning! Your Health is Below 10%!You Are Bleeding!Health: 2/45Felix could feel the
blood pooling behind him, oozing out of his torn-up back. That lizard had diced him up. He was
amazed he hadn't fainted from the pain, and equally amazed that his desperate decision to
dump all his free points into Willpower had paid off. He could feel the pain, but it seemed more
distant now.Straining his remaining Stamina, Felix fumbled into his pockets and grabbed the
Yarrow flowers he'd stored there. They were crumpled and torn, but hopefully still good. He
shoved flower after flower into his mouth. They tasted bitter, sharp, and almost hot on his tongue.
He chewed mechanically and swallowed, moving as fast as his 1 Stamina allowed. Then, he got
the blessed notification:Bleeding Has Stopped!You've ingested Yarrow (x6)!+6 Health per
second for 5 seconds!You Have Learned a New Skill!Herbalism (Common), Level 1Increases
knowledge accumulation and retention regarding roots, herbs, and natural remedies. Efficacy of
gathered herbs, roots, and other natural growths increases with Skill Level.A strange squirming
sensation crawled along Felix's back, as if his skin was...rippling. It itched like hell, too. Felix
toggled his Health to see the result.Health: 31/45Felix let his head drop into the dirt and took
several big shuddering breaths.He had almost died. Again.He had more notifications, and wasn't
doing anything except slowly recovering. He toggled them back on.You have Learned New Skills!
Staff Mastery (Common), Level 1!You've begun your path toward mastery of the staff!
Proficiency increases with Skill level.Dodge (Common), Level 1!The best way to not get hurt is to
not get hit. Efficacy from Agility increased slightly per Skill level.Acrobatics (Uncommon), Level 1!
You've proven yourself capable of tumbling into and out of danger. Sense of balance increases
slightly with Skill Level, flexibility increases moderately with Skill level.Analyze is Level 10!You
Have Gained A Title!Natural Scholar I (Uncommon)!You have Analyzed over 500 different
species! Move ever onward, scholar! +1 INT, +1 PERDue to your efforts you have gained:+1 STR
+1 AGL+2 END+1 PERFelix blinked, surprised at the flood of screens. All this from a thirty
second fight? That he lost?What would have happened if he had won?CHAPTER FIVEFelix
spent the next thirty minutes hiding in the weeds, mostly recovering but also frankly too worried
to stand up and expose himself to other monsters that may or may not be waiting. He searched
what he could of the small clearing he'd found himself in, but found no evidence of other
creatures. He did, however, find a small patch of red grass called flitweed.Name: FlitweedLore: A
small leafy weed grown from the blood of slain beasts.Properties: Consume to regain 1 Stamina
per second for 10 seconds. Other effects unknown.Alchemical Properties: UnknownDespite its
gruesome lore, flitweed tasted a bit like coriander and reminded him of his mother's cooking.
More importantly, it was necessary.The Stamina regeneration it offered allowed Felix to get up
and take stock of his situation.Name: Felix NevarreLevel: 2Race: NymOmen: The MagicianBorn
Trait: Keen MindHealth: 31/45Stamina: 10/51Mana: 77/77STR: 3 PER: 7VIT: 9 END: 10INT: 14
WIL: 14AGL: 4 DEX: 5Skills:Acid Resistance (C), Level 6Lessons of the Past (R), Level 2Analyze
(C), Level 10Running (C), Level 1Staff Mastery (C), Level 1Dodge (C), Level 1Acrobatics (U),



Level 1Title(s):Gourmand (+1 INT, VIT)Survivor I (+1 END, VIT)Survivor II (+1 END, +2
VIT)Natural Scholar I (+1 INT, +1 PER)Unused Stat Points: 0Ok, so Step One: Don't Die.Step
Two: Find Help (might assist with Step One)Step Three: Figure Out What The Hell Is Going
On.Felix nodded to himself. Step one was difficult, but he'd managed so far. Barely. The fact that
he had two Survivor Titles meant he was entirely too weak for the creatures around here. It was
like he was dropped into a high level zone at the start of a game.He frowned, frustrated. He had
to stop doing that. This place was clearly NOT a game, no matter what the Skills and Status
screens might suggest. He had to consider this place real, because anything else would kill
him.First stage of Step One is to assess what I can do. Felix looked over his Status screen and
considered his assets.His stats were growing due to leveling up, Titles, and whatever happened
during that battle. So that meant, what? He could train his stats? But why didn't his stats
increase during his tiring hike through the woods earlier in the day? Felix frowned, thinking.Stats
aside, he had a growing number of Skills, though most were only Level 1. He only had one
offensive Skill, but all the rest were amounting to an impressive array of avoidance. If he were to
train them up and increase his stats through more strenuous exercise, could he survive?The
better question was, did he have a choice? How long could he eat flowers before something ate
him?What I need is to learn some magic. I've got Mana for god's sake!Though he didn't know
much about this place, it was doubtful he'd find any spellbooks lying around the forest. Did they
use spellbooks? Scrolls? He was basically guessing at this point."Alright," Felix got to his feet
and took a deep breath. "Stop stalling and get to work."Felix took off running.Not far. He was all
too aware that a level 20 creature could lie in wait anywhere. So he did laps in the forested glen
where he'd found himself, approximately a quarter mile loop. It was rocky and provided uneven
footing, and Felix struggled to keep up a steady pace at all, but after twenty minutes of struggling
and nearly breaking his ankle he felt a burning sensation in his chest, followed by a notification.
+1 AGL"Awesome."It was proof of what he was trying. Bolstered by the success, he kept
running.The rocks in the ground were such a hassle that he ended up hopping between them,
leaping from step to step as he kept running around the glen. After another ten minutes, he had
to rest and eat some flitweed to recover his Stamina, but was back at it less than a minute
later.Running is Level 2!+1 ENDAfter two more rotations of this, Felix was starting to get bored.
So he kept using Analyze as he ran, trying to retrieve and read the information as quickly as
possible as he ran by various weeds, rocks, and trees. Ever since Analyze had hit Level 10, he
found the Skill was easier to use. Smoother, somehow. He barely had to think about it before it
activated. His Born Trait also helped, allowing him to memorize the info at a glance. Running as
fast as he could, he jumped from rock to rock and kept up a steady stream of Analyze windows
of anything he could see.There were a few close calls, moments where nearby roars and shrill
cries made him freeze up between rocks. Nothing ventured into the meadow though, thankfully.
Each time, he hesitantly resumed his run, eyes wide open and attempting to watch every
direction.He took a break after forty minutes of this, ignored his notifications blinking at him, and
started resistance training.Felix had attempted to lose weight and build muscle off and on for



years, but had never been as engaged as he felt now. The stat increases and Skill Levels felt
euphoric, a jolt of positive reinforcement that kept him pushing that much harder. He dropped to
the ground and did as many push-ups as he could. But his 3 in Strength showed itself, as he was
barely able to get through five, and even that burned through nearly all of his remaining Stamina.
Not even running for ten minutes used this much. Was that because he had a Skill for running?
Or was the majority of his strength located in his legs, as opposed to his arms?Questions,
questions, questions.No one to answer them. Might as well get back to work.So it went. Felix
took rests when his Stamina dropped below 5 and took breaks when he scraped his knee on a
rock or bashed his arm against a tree. He'd run out of yarrow, so he'd have to find some more
soon. Luckily the injuries weren't too bad. He ran as fast as he could for as long as he could,
hopping from rock to rock, moving across the uneven ground with his increasingly-tattered
sneakers. Sometimes, he held his walking stick as he ran, out in front of him or above his head,
quickly tiring out his arms and Stamina. He did push-ups until he collapsed, recovered his
Stamina, then went again. On and on and on for hours.Before he knew it, the area had grown too
dark to see well enough. It was too dangerous to run on this rocky ground, though even still Felix
was tempted. Not for the first time, in the distance he heard the cry of something that sounded
like a big cat. Fear shivered down his spine, like cold water on his heady enthusiasm.He felt
terribly exhausted.Felix toggled his notifications as he trudged back toward the last of the
flitweed, beginning to munch on it mindlessly.+1 STR+1 END+1 PERRunning is Level 3!Running
is Level 4!Acrobatics is Level 2!Herbalism is Level 2!Herbalism is Level 3!You've Learned a New
Skill!Physical Conditioning (Rare), Level 1! Through application and hard work, you have begun
a regimen to improve your health and physical fitness. Increases the rate at which your Physical
Skills grow, based on Skill Level.The burning sensation he'd felt on and off intensified, like bad
heartburn or when you swallowed something way too hot. It was painful, but didn't drop his
Health, and when it was over, he felt changed. Stronger."Hell yes," Felix whispered to himself.
He'd also gained a second rare Skill.His eyes strayed back toward his rocky obstacle course, but
another cry of that cat creature and the steadily failing light was enough to nip that thought in the
bud. He would have to find shelter for his first night."Jesus Christ, what a day."Felix found the
tree some distance away from his rocky glen.It was sturdy, thick enough that three of him
couldn't encompass it's trunk with their arms outstretched. It was also tall, maybe one hundred
feet to the crown and filled with dark purple leaves. The bark was white with horizontal striations
in pale ochre. Analyze called it a Kingsap Tree.Name: Kingsap TreeLore: Ancient trees, there are
only a few dozen groves left in the lands of men. To find one in the wild is a true
treasure.Properties: Wood of the Kingsap highly magical, the sap itself dense with
Mana.Alchemical Properties: Unknown."Ok, magic tree," Felix put his arms on his hips,
considering the smooth bark and approximately twenty foot span before branches began to
appear. "How do I climb you?"It was the clear winner for safest perch in this forest. The runner up
was a low dirt dugout, and that had the dual problems of being easily accessible to predators
and the overpowering smell of piss. Something definitely lived in that den, and he didn't want to



be there when they returned.Felix set down his walking stick and wrapped his arms around the
smooth bark of the Kingsap in an attempt to shimmy up the giant tree. His first few tries were,
well...he hadn't climbed a tree in a decade. He ended up on his ass no less than five times,
finally landing on a particularly knobby rock. Cursing and breathing through the pain, he turned
away from the Kingsap. His eyes landed on a much smaller tree about a dozen feet away. It had
low branches but was about fifty feet tall.Struck by an idea, Felix quickly clambered up onto the
branches, shimmying his weight up further and further on the tree. When he had gotten about
twenty feet off the ground, he got the notification that he was hoping for:You Have Learned A
New Skill!Free Climbing (Uncommon), Level 1! Climb surfaces without aid of elaborate
equipment. Climbing speed increases with Skill Level.Felix grinned.Now he just had to get
down.Felix stopped grinning.You Have Learned A New Skill!Pain Resistance (Uncommon),
Level 1! You have learned to manage pain, pushing through it to achieve your goals.Felix limped
carefully back over to the Kingsap tree, wishing he had more yarrow. He'd come to appreciate
the herb despite its bitter flavor, and it had saved his life already. This time, it wouldn't even
salvage his pride.Can't believe I fell out of a tree. All these creatures out to get me and I nearly
kill myself.Whatever. At least he learned a new Skill.It was getting closer to full dark now, and
Felix was starting to feel an edge of danger in the air. While he'd yet to feel fully comfortable in
this world, he was certain that when night fell it would bring with it a whole bucket of bad. Several
yowls and cries in the distance affirmed his thoughts, and he gulped audibly.Time to climb.It took
three tries before Felix's Free Climb Skill activated, allowing him to catch onto a ridge of bark he
couldn't see in the failing light. He strained upward and reached again, sliding his free hand
across the face of the Kingsap. Another handhold, just barely enough to keep going. He
wrapped his legs around the trunk, giving himself that extra friction needed not to fall on his ass.
Again.Five grueling minutes later, Felix flopped heavily onto the wide expanse of the first split in
the trunk. Wheezing, the edges of his vision dark and flashing, he just laid there for a solid
twenty minutes. Stamina somewhat recovered, Felix sat up and took stock.The Kingsap was big,
seeming even bigger from his perch, and the area was approximately nine feet in diameter.
Easily large enough for him to stretch out and sleep. It was also oddly smooth, the bark feeling
almost polished and waxed. His vantage from this height was also substantial; while he couldn't
see very far due to the heavy foliage and growing dark, he could see the entire glen and his
rocky obstacle course.DEX +1STR +1Free Climb is Level 2!Felix leaned back against one of the
large boughs and took a deep, steady breath. This was a good place, and it seemed safe. He'd
be fine as long as he kept his ears open and his stick...."Shit."He climbed down the
tree.CHAPTER SIXTurns out, a night spent in a pitch black forest full of hostile creatures was not
relaxing.Felix managed to fall asleep early on, as the day had exhausted him. But something
that sounded like a mix between a hacking cough and a basso roar sent him stumbling to his
feet. Adrenaline racing, he stood stock still, holding his walking stick and staring into the
darkness.It was almost completely dark. Where were those five moons he saw yesterday? It was
almost like he was in a cave, the sky a dark plane above him. Then he noticed the tree beneath



him.The Kingsap was glowing. Softly, too softly to notice even on a moonlit night, but more than
enough to stand out like a beacon in this dark. He studied the slashing patterns of the smooth
bark beneath him, dragging his fingers across its sloping surface and up one of the branches
that was as thick as his waist. Halfway up, he found a gash in the branch, a small jagged hole
where a bird or something must have gone looking for bugs. The glow was brighter here,
radiating off a drop of pale purple sap.Felix pulled his hand back, fingers sticky and glowing as
well now. It was oddly calming, this sap. It felt like a soft breeze, and smelled like fresh cut grass
on a warm morning. Without thinking, he raised his fingers up to his tongue and tasted it.Colors
burst in his vision, like a kaleidoscopic rainbow, and he tasted sunshine and morning dew and
the deep, dark loam of fertile earth. It was thick, like a dense honey. It reminded him of summer
days, somehow. Felix sat down and settled against a thick branch.This place was strange and
wild and weird all rolled up with RPG game mechanics. He didn't know where to go, or what to
do, and yet in this moment, he felt calm. Relaxed. Above him, the clouds thinned and small silver
sparks twinkled in the black.He fell asleep.Blink.Blink.Felix woke the next morning bleary-eyed
and stiff from his position against the Kingsap branch. He rolled his neck, pressing down on his
shoulder with his left hand, stretching out various kinks."Ooofa." He was tremendously sore. He
hadn't worked out like that in...well, ever.Then he noticed the "!" icon in the corner of his vision. It
had been blinking at him all this time, and Felix toggled it as he sat with a muffled
groan.Congratulations!Your Title Gourmand Has Garnered You Insight!You Have Learned A Skill
From The Sap Of The Kingsap!Meditation (Uncommon), Level 1!You seek the center, to become
One with All. Increases Regen rates by flat percentage."Whoa." That burning sensation
returned, in far greater force, as if something was worming its way into him. His breath caught
beneath that pain, but it faded in seconds. Felix fell backward with a groan, panting.He had
completely forgotten about his Gourmand Title. It had netted him his first Rare skill from the
Dread, and now an Uncommon skill from a magic tree. What did that Title say? He brought it
up.Title: Gourmand (Rare)Eat Your Foes! Learn Their Strength! Knowledge Fuels You!+1 to INT
and WIL!Learn their strength? So did that mean the Kingsap was particularly good at
meditating? How does a tree meditate? He leaned back on his elbows, looking up at the
swooping branches and fluttering purple leaves. It swayed slightly in the morning breeze, almost
hypnotically. It made sense, at least as much sense as anything else in this world.He
blinked.World. He had been avoiding that particular thought for the past day. He was very clearly
in another world. Planet. Solar system? Probably. He was very, very far away from home. And for
the first time, the weight of it settled on Felix like a suffocating shroud. His heart raced, he broke
out in a flop sweat, and he was halfway to his feet before recognizing that he had nowhere to
run.He was stuck here.No friends. No family. No people at all, at least none so far. Just angry
beasts looking to eat him. He couldn't...Breathe.Felix closed his eyes and took a deep
breath.Just breathe.He felt the tree beneath him, smooth to the touch and oddly warm. He took a
breath. The wind rustled across his face, pleasant and cool. He released a breath. The tree
creaked as it swayed, moving ever so slightly to the rhythm of the breeze.He opened his



eyes.Meditation is Level 2!Felix huffed a surprised breath, half laughing. Shaking his head, he
stood up."Day two."His second day in the Continent was similar to the latter half of the first. After
some quick, painful stretches that further confirmed how out of shape he was, Felix took off
running. He made irregular laps around his small glen, leaping from rock to rock, holding his
heavy walking stick.He encountered only a few creatures, mostly more Tree Voles. The cat-sized
rodents watched him from the nearby branches, steadily munching their way through the canopy.
Whatever lived in the smelly dugout nearby wasn't there come sunrise, though the smell of musk
and urine was even stronger. He figured it must range far afield during the day, hunting maybe. If
he were lucky, it wouldn't come back until he was back in the Kingsap.Throughout the morning,
he used Analyze. After Level 10, it activated smoother and quicker, small blue boxes of Name
and Lore and Properties appearing and disappearing all around him. He barely thought about it;
it was like breathing.At first, Felix held his stick close to his chest, throwing it out wide when his
balance failed him. After a while he tried to hold it out in front of his chest the entire time. As the
day before, his Stamina quickly bottomed out. Twenty minutes of resting and meditating and he
was back at it. Rinse and repeat.How much Strength is represented by 1 point in the Strength
Stat? Is that an extra 5lbs of lifting weight? Felix considered the facts as he lifted several large
stones, repeatedly. Now that he had a whopping Strength of 5, he was more than double his
starting Strength, if that's how it worked. He wasn't sure, but he felt stronger than before.As the
day before, he scavenged what remained of the flitweed for Stamina regeneration, and ate a
plant called dewcatcher he had spotted during his runs.Name: DewcatcherLore: Collecting
water from the air and made of sturdy stock, it is a filling and nutritious plant eaten by local prey
animals.Properties: Contains enough water, fiber, and basic nutrients to sustain a small
animal.Alchemical Properties: UnknownWithout fruit or meat, the dewcatchers were all he had to
live on. The problem was, he was running out.His glen was only so large, and his activities the
day prior had stripped a good portion of herbs from it. His flitweed was basically gone, only a few
scattered shoots here and there. With Meditation, that was less of a concern, but even still, his
regeneration was not fast at all.Felix would have to leave, soon. He had a day, maybe two left
before everything useful here was gone.Sweating and panting, he felt loose and limber. His
muscles were filled with a tingly warmth. He had spent three hours on his exercises this morning,
and he felt remarkably good. He shook his head. Felix would never have thought that back
home.He toggled his notifications.+2 STR+1 VIT+1 END+1 AGL+1 INTRunning is level 5!
Running is level 6!Meditation is level 3!Meditation is level 4!Herbalism is level 4!Physical
Conditioning is level 2!The burning kept up again, but by this point Felix was associating it with
growth. It wasn't great, but he kept getting better, so he couldn't fault the sensation. He opened
his eyes and reviewed the notifications again.Dang. Nice. He was making considerable gains, he
felt. Again he had no baseline for comparison, and maybe natives gained twenty skill levels in an
hour normally, but it felt good regardless. He felt in control.But now I have to find food and water.
And to do that...Felix glanced back toward the northwest, back the way he had fled from the
Sharpwing Skink. He frowned. That lizard had almost killed him, and it hadn't broken a sweat.



Felix didn't hold any illusions; he couldn't fight back against a level 20+ monster at Level 2. He
didn't even have any fighting Skills, aside from Staff Mastery and that was...well it wasn't
nothing, but he had a long way to go before he could fight anything.There was another copse of
trees to the north, however, and he stood up and headed in that direction. He'd come to notice a
series of scratches in the barks of trees a few dozen feet from his glen, scratches that looked to
be made by very sharp, very thin blades. Territory markings, if he had to guess. Maybe he could
circle around the Skink's territory and avoid it altogether.He still had the plan of finding
civilization and getting help, though that became shakier by the hour. This place was truly wild,
and Felix wouldn't be surprised to find he was thousands of miles from anyone.That's a fun
thought. Thanks, brain.Felix walked for twenty minutes, moving as carefully and quietly as he
could. His heart was pounding in his chest at every rustle of leaves, every snapped twig, or
shifting branch. Then he heard it.Buzzzzzzzzz.He dropped low, taking cover in a patch of huge
fern leaves as one, two, three Sharpwing Skinks flew by. Each one was a different color, but all
variations on blue, green, and yellow. They had almost flown past when the trailing Skink, a
yellow-spotted green one, slowed down and turned in Felix's direction as it snuffled the air.
Felix's breath caught, then he forced it out as slowly and quietly as he could. He gripped his
walking stick in one hand, sweat pooling in his palms.Slowly, so slowly, the Skink hovered toward
his hiding place, snorting lightly. It got so close, Felix could hear the sizzle of its acidic spit and
watched as a considerable, thick glob dripped onto the ground.Grahh!Without warning, the
Skink whipped forward, its body blurring almost as much as its wings, and Felix clenched his
eyes as he heard a loud crunch.But no pain.Felix carefully opened one eye and looked up.
Through the ferns, he could see the Skink flying away, happily munching on the biggest and
nastiest insect he had ever seen. It was the size of his head, had wings and a hairy carapace,
and far too many legs. In moments, the Skinks were gone.Felix let out a breath that was half
shudder, half relief. He carefully stood into a crouch and moved back toward his glen.A half hour
later he was back in his relatively-safe glen. He took longer coming back due to stopping and
hiding every dozen feet or so. The Skinks had him jittery and nervous beyond belief. Felix hadn't
ever experienced as much pain as he had with the flying lizards, and avoiding a repeat
performance was a top priority.On the other hand, scouting out the area had provided some
gains.You Have Learned New Skills!Stealth (Common), Level 1!Move quietly, stay hidden,
remain unnoticed. The key to a long life is not being found by ravenous beasts.Breath Control
(Uncommon), Level 1!Control your breathing, mind over matter! A step toward better bodily
control.Stealth is Level 2!Stealth is Level 3!Felix was inordinately pleased. The Stealth Skill
would be extremely useful in scouting more areas, and the Breath Control Skill seemed tailor-
made to accompany it. It made him wonder once again whether he was making these Skills
himself, or being granted Skills that already existed.Regardless, his situation was much the
same as before. He had to get out of this glen to survive, but couldn't survive long against the
various monsters. They were too high level.And the Skinks are too territorial to let me through.
He sighed and leaned against the wide trunk of the Kingsap. If only I could find weaker beasts,



then I could...Felix sat up, a revelation like a jolt of electricity across his spine.The bug! What
level was it! He searched his uncanny memory, hoping he had...yes! Felix had been using
Analyze so much recently that he was almost subconsciously activating it all of the time. Most of
what he got back was the same, as he'd tagged most of the surrounding flora; it was like white
noise. But for the price of a sharp headache, his Keen Mind let him pull up each and every one,
including the bug.Name: EmberflyType: InsectLevel: 18HP: ???/???MP: ???/???Lore: Born
grubs in various local trees, they transform into emberflies after twenty days and have a
poisonous sting."Yes!" Felix punched the air before wincing and holding his temple. Level 18
wasn't much better than Level 23, but he'd take it!Wait! The Lore mentions grubs transforming
into the Emberflies. That means—That meant he might have something his own size to pick
on.Hunting for grubs was harder than Felix expected.To transform into an Emberfly, which was
the size of his head, the grub was likely half that size. That was still huge, so he'd started off
confident in finding a big nasty bug in short order. Three hours later and over two hundred trees
inspected, he had still come up empty.The search hadn't been entirely wasted though. Felix had
kept an eye out for useful herbs and plants, grinding his Herbalism Skill and stuffing his strained
pockets with what he could. Yarrow was the best find, though he also found a small clutch of
mushrooms called Witchcaps. The little things purified blood (whatever that meant) and
provided a tiny health boost.By pure luck, near the end of his search, Felix spotted a strange
pale grub undulating over a rotting log in a dry, shallow gully. The thing was roughly two feet
long, mottled burnt umber and fleshy white. Eyes like jelly-filled sacs of blood sat on its face as it
munched on the log beneath it. It had to weigh thirty pounds, at least.Name: Copse GrubType:
InsectLevel: 13HP: ???/???MP: ???/???Lore: Born of eggs placed in trees, copse grubs spend
their lives devouring the tree from the inside out. Once done, they transform into Emberflies.The
grub looked full and fat, having nearly devoured its entire tree at this point. The log was eaten
through in several places, bored out and covered in gnaw marks. It's body was also coated in a
liquid that (even at a distance of twenty yards) Felix could guess was unpleasantly goopy. It was,
in a word, gross.Gross or not, this is the lowest level creature I've seen yet. He hefted a sharp
rock from the ground. They were littered all around the area, making stealth extremely difficult.
Time to squash a bug.Moving closer carefully, Felix ended up only two dozen feet away behind a
rocky outcropping and a few clustered saplings. Breathing quietly and steadily, he hefted his
rock and took aim.Here goes nothing.He threw.And the rock landed with a dull thud in the dirt,
easily ten feet shy of the grub.Jesus, that's embarrassing. He wiped his hand across his face,
glad no one saw that pathetic throw. Luckily, the grub didn't appear to have great senses; it didn't
even react to the impact. Felix quickly gathered up a few more rocks and tried again.This time,
the rock hit the log, but still missed the grub. The weird bug twitched toward the noise, but didn't
make any other movements.With a resigned sigh, Felix moved closer. Only ten feet away now,
and separated by a stand of thick trees (Beranthia Conifers, he idly Analyzed), he readied
another throw.He had made a point of gathering up maybe thirty rocks, all around the size of a
baseball. They were hard and had a few jagged edges, hopefully enough to penetrate the slick



flesh of this bug.C'mon. C'mon.Breathe in. Breathe out.Felix spun out of cover and whipped the
stone as hard and as fast as he could.SQUELCH.You Have Learned A New Skill!Thrown
Weapons Mastery (Common), Level 1.Don't just stand there, throw something! Skill level slightly
increases accuracy and power.Yes! I did it!Victory never tasted so sweet. A strike and a Skill!
Now he just had to pummel the thing until it ran out of Health and kicked it. Felix grabbed two
more rocks and turned around to throw them.That's when the grub exploded.CHAPTER
SEVENFlesh still sizzling uncomfortably and clothing finally ruined, Felix sat behind some trees
and chewed yarrow while attempting to meditate. He was too distracted, though. He was furious
with himself.The copse grub had used an area of effect skill to launch acid in a burst all around
itself. Felix got a full dose, all over his chest and face. He barely survived, and his shirt didn't. It
finally had given up the ghost and dissolved off of him. Only a few scraps of once-white cloth
remained. He had shoved those in his pocket.So now he had an acid-burned chest, tattered
pants, and—A Copse Grub's Acid Explosion Has Entered Your Bloodstream.Status Condition:
PoisonedYou Have Learned A New Skill!Poison Resistance (Common) Level 1!By poisoning
your blood, you have learned to resist the harmful effects of poisons. Efficacy increases slightly
with skill level, damage taken from poison decreases slightly with skill level.Ah yes. Blood
poisoning. Felix grumbled as he ate another mushroom. A debuff icon blinked in the corner of his
vision, a drop of blood half colored black. As he finished the Witchcap, Felix watched the icon
flicker and disappear.Finally. He sighed in relief. He only had three Witchcaps left.Metaphorically
out of the woods, yet still unable to meditate, he focused on his notifications, which had piled up
in the past two hours.A Copse Grub's Acid Explosion Puts You In Critical Condition!Felix waved
away the battle notifications and status conditions. He already knew he took a crazy amount of
acid to the chest and face. His nearly-depleted stash of yarrow could attest to that.Acid
Resistance is level 7!Poison Resistance is level 2!Acid Resistance is level 8!Poison Resistance
is level 3!Acid Resistance is level 9!Pain Resistance is level 2!...Pain Resistance is level 5!
Herbalism is level 5!+2 ENDCongratulations! You have earned a new Title!Survivor III (Rare)!
Drop to less than 10% Health 3 Times In A Week. You should really take care of yourself! +2
END, +3 VITBreathe. Just breathe.Felix pushed past the pain and focused on breathing and
chewing more of his yarrow stash. He was lucky these magic herbs regenerated skin and blood
and muscle so quickly, or else he'd be disfigured beyond recognition. The amount of acid that
grub ejected was astounding. At first, Felix figured it had killed itself and tried to take him with it,
but then he saw the damn slimy bastard slip down into the log. It had burrowed away!Breathe.
He reminded himself. Breathe in, and out. I can't do anything about it until I'm back at full here.
Hell, I can barely do anything at my best.Even a giant gummy worm kicked his ass.On the bright
side, he had gained another Survivor Title and his resistances were leveling very quickly.
Probably had something to do with stress, but his Skills and stats all improved better while in
combat. When his life was on the line.What did that say about this world?Felix let that thought go
as he meditated; the past was unchangeable. There was just now, this moment, where he could
recover and try again. And again. As many times as it took.Some time later, Felix blinked open



his eyes.Meditation is Level 5!With a smile, he stood up. The smile quickly faded as he observed
his naked, pudgy torso and his beat-up jeans."I've gotta get more clothes." Felix turned and
hunted around the trunk of a conifer, seeing a familiar grub sitting back atop its log. "But first I
have to do this smarter."An hour later, Felix was back in the gully, and the grub was still there,
munching away. The log was almost half gone, and a quick Analyze told him its level had
increased to 14.It gains levels by eating trees? So weird. Felix stepped forward, out of the trees
and toward the gully, a collection of rocks in his arms.Felix had realized something while he was
meditating. This dangerous, deadly world was misleading. He could die from the smallest
misstep from even the weakest of enemies here, and his first instinct was to turtle up and hide.
But without risk, there was no reward. If he didn't push himself to the edge of his capabilities,
over and over, he would never escape this forest. He would never get home.Felix climbed down
the shallow walls of packed earth, sliding slightly.No. He was done hiding in a tree while
monsters prowled the woods.He dumped the rocks out on the ground around him, hefting two
out of the pile. They were softball sized and colored a faint shimmering gray where the sunlight
hit them.Let's do this.The first two stones flew true, hitting the grub square in its back.Thrown
Weapons Mastery is Level 2!Felix dodged to the side, just barely in time to miss a stream of
acid. The grub lifted onto its hind portions, wiggling its stubby limbs at him as a glowing green
sac began to grow beneath its clacking mandibles.Felix snatched another rock and hurled it as
fast as he could.Please please...yes!Critical Hit!The rock struck the grub right in the sac, and
acid squelched out and upward from its mouth. Felix pumped his fist and reached for another
rock. Movement in his peripherals made him turn the reach into a tumble, but his leg became
engulfed in a wet heat that bloomed into agony.A Copse Grub's Acid Stream Has Entered Your
Bloodstream.Status Condition: PoisonedPoison Resistance is level 4!Pushing away the pain,
Felix took a quick aim and threw. The rock flew wide, hitting the log to its right, causing the grub
to twitch toward the sound. Felix took a chance, limping forward as fast as he could.Toward the
grub.He was tired. Tired of being burned and bitten and sliced. Tired of hiding and waiting and
running. He wouldn't be a victim anymore. Now he was the monster.And monsters had
teeth.Felix pulled two pieces of stone out of his pockets, lifting them up as he hop-limped toward
the grub. He got within arms reach of it before it twitched back to him, mandibles spread wide
and a harsh hissing noise coming from its throat.Felix thrust downward with both stones,
inexpertly sharpened. Both improvised blades struck true, sinking into the resisting, gooey flesh
of the grub and causing it to release a hissing screech that hurt Felix's ears.You Have Learned A
New Skill!Small Blade Mastery (C) Level 1!Why throw rocks when you can stab with rocks!
Proficiency increases with skill level.Felix didn't stop. He pulled the crude stone daggers out of
the grub and started stabbing again, and again. The brittle blades broke quickly, but then he was
just hitting it with his fists. The grub screeched over and over, but it had fallen over in Felix's flurry
of attacks, and it couldn't maneuver its stubby limbs to move.Acid and thick blue ichor splattered
with every strike, raining down on the both of them.Then it was over.Falling limp to the ground,
Felix fumbled a handful of yarrow out of his pockets. He shoved it into his mouth, past caring that



a large dose of blue blood and green acid went in too. For the next few minutes, he ate yarrow
and witchcaps and the last bit of flitweed to replenish his flagging Stamina.I did it.The thought
was dull and heavy, like the rocks all around him. As the herbs did their thing, he turned inward,
meditating to stay afloat of the damage that the poison and acid was still doing to his body.
Slowly, so slowly, his thoughts sharpened. Meditation began to gain ground, and Felix felt like
had escaped from a dark hole.He opened his eyes.Sunlight, bright and golden, shone down
through a break in the clouds and illuminated the gully. All around him the wood and rocks were
sizzling and pitted by acid, and the savaged remains of the copse grub oozed slowly down the
side of the log. Felix took a deep, exhausted breath...and doubled over coughing. The air was
filled with the acrid tang of acid and boiling blue ichor. He stood up and stumbled a few steps
away from the corpse.Heh. More like Corpse Grub.He shook his head. He was starting to get a
little loopy. Focus. He toggled his notifications.You Have Learned A New Skill!Unarmed Mastery
(Common) Level 1!Lost your weapons? Don't stop, just punch them!His Small Blade Mastery
leveled to 2, Unarmed Mastery leveled to 3, Acid Resistance leveled to 10, Pain Resistance
leveled to 8, Poison Resistance leveled to 6, Dodge leveled to 2, Acrobatics leveled to 3, and he
earned a level in Improvisation back when he made his sharpened stone "daggers." His
Endurance, Agility, Strength, and Vitality all went up by 1, while his Willpower increased by
2.Overall, an impressive amount of stats and skill levels in a ten minute span. Felix supposed his
theory about stress and skill levels was correct; the greater the difficulty and need, the greater
the growth.Now, if only it didn't hurt so much. He groaned as he rubbed his tender chest, still red
and raw from acid burns.You have defeated a Copse Grub!You have gained a Level!You have
gained a Level!You are now Level 4!+6 to WIL! +4 to INT! +2 to DEX! +2 to END! +2 to PER!You
Have 10 Unused Stat Points!Congratulations! You have earned a new Title!Giantslayer I
(Uncommon)! Defeat an enemy at least 10 levels higher than yourself! +1 STR +1 AGLThe pain
dimmed as Felix felt a rush of power flood his body. His blood buzzed in his veins, his muscles
squirming as his skin tightened and shifted. It was painful in a different way, like he was being
stretched beyond limits he didn't know he had. After a few moments, the feeling faded, leaving
him shaking on the ground."God damn," he managed, his breath puffing dust from the dry gully.
"Leveling didn't feel like that last time."Was it because he leveled up twice? If so, he didn't plan
on doing that again. Felix could just imagine how that would work mid-battle. He'd get killed in
seconds while he writhed on the ground.But still, I feel stronger now. He pulled up his Status
screen.Name: Felix NevarreLevel: 4Race: NymOmen: The MagicianBorn Trait: Keen
MindHealth: 70/70Stamina: 82/104Mana: 119/119STR: 9 PER: 10VIT: 14 END: 20INT: 19 WIL:
22AGL: 8 DEX: 8Skills:Acid Resistance (C), Level 10Lessons of the Past (R), Level 2Analyze
(C), Level 10Running (C), Level 6Improvisation (C), Level 2Staff Mastery (C), Level 1Dodge (C),
Level 2Acrobatics (U), Level 3Herbalism (U), Level 5Physical Conditioning (R), Level 2Free
Climbing (U), Level 2Pain Resistance (U), Level 8Meditation (U), Level 5Stealth (C), Level
3Breath Control (U), Level 1Thrown Weapons Mastery (C), Level 2Poison Resistance (U), Level
6Small Blade Mastery (C), Level 2Unarmed Mastery (C), Level 3Title(s):Gourmand (+1 INT,



VIT)Survivor I (+1 END, VIT)Survivor II (+1 END, +2 VIT)Survivor III (+2 END, +3 VIT)Natural
Scholar I (+1 INT, PER)Giant Slayer I (+1 STR, AGL)Unused Stat Points: 10"Dang." No wonder
his body ached from his level up. Combined with his stat gains and Title bonuses, his stats were
getting up there. Well, everything except his Strength, Agility, Dexterity, and Perception. They
were still his lowest, most not even above ten.Felix still had no clue on the average baseline for
stats, especially for natives of this place. Assuming ten was average, he definitely didn't want
anything below that. He had 10 stat points to allocate now, and he mentally set aside half of
them to get all his lagging stats up to ten.Where should the rest go?Vitality was linked to his
Health, obviously. Each point in that seemed to add five points to his maximum Health score.
Endurance was definitely linked to Stamina, but something else was mixing in there
too...perhaps Strength? Same with Mana, with Willpower being the driving force, with maybe
Intelligence adding some extra?So increasing those would increase his three main attributes.
His Mana was largely useless, and his Race and Omen bonuses took care of both Willpower
and Intelligence, so increasing it was pointless at this time. Health and Stamina were always
good to have, especially since he kept nearly dying. But both Vitality and Endurance were pretty
high already, and he was still getting the shit kicked out of him.His natural instinct was to avoid
damage altogether, and that would mean increasing his Agility, which seemed to affect speed
and flexibility. Maybe upping Agility and increasing his Dodge Skill? Maybe. He had theory-
crafted for many different games in his day, but making decisions like this when his actual life
was on the line was hard.Felix took a breath and allocated his points.A rush of energy filled his
body, the stat points altering his muscles and nerves and who knew what else. It wasn't painful
this time, just weird, and immediately after his entire body felt oddly tingly.He called up his
stats.Health: 75/75Stamina: 105/105Mana: 119/119STR: 10 PER: 10VIT: 15 END: 20INT: 19
WIL: 22AGL: 14 DEX: 10So Strength definitely affects the Stamina total. It adds, what, one point
of Stamina per two points of Strength? He nodded to himself, happy to have solved that small
mystery.Felix stood up and stretched. His joints popped and he could have sworn his muscles
creaked. He flexed his hands and looked down at his fleshy torso and tattered jeans. Was he
getting more defined? It was really hard to tell without a mirror. He felt stronger, he thought, and
his movements felt smoother, maybe?Shaking his head, Felix looked at the grub. Its body was
battered and mashed to bloody pulp on the log it was born in, though its face was mostly intact.
This was due to the strange hard pieces all around it's face and jelly-like eyes. Having left his
walking stick back at the treeline, he found a thin, discarded branch to poke at the corpse,
pushing its face...until two jagged pincers latched onto it."Ahh!" He stumbled backward, letting
go of the stick as he groped for another stone.But the grub didn't move.He drew closer, and the
grub was just as lifeless as before. Its pincers were fixed firmly around the stick, holding the
piece of wood nearly vertical. He must have hit some muscle or something, making it latch on.
Felix grabbed the stick firmly and tried to yank it away, but the pincers were lodged nearly
halfway through it, about a quarter of an inch. A few sharp tugs and the stick broke.Huh.Felix
looked at the broken branch in his hand and back at the pincers. He had a weird idea. He didn't



know if it would work, if it was even possible, but he did know one thing:"This is gonna be
gross."CHAPTER EIGHTAfter bashing the grub's face with a rock over a dozen times, the
pincers finally came loose. At first, Felix was worried they'd be damaged by such harsh
treatment, but after being delicate did nothing except slice his fingers, he resorted to blunt force
trauma.He held up the pincers and examined them in the bright sunlight. They were
approximately six inches long, way longer than he'd have expected on a grub that was only two
feet long itself. They had a gristly bit at the ends, but were otherwise made of a thick bone-like
material. Chitin, he assumed. He wasn't really a bug guy."Hope this works," he muttered. He
pulled out the scraps of his tshirt and wrapped them around the bases of the pincers. He had
enough torn pieces that he was able to wrap both pincers halfway up their lengths. An icon
blinked in the corner of his vision, and he quickly toggled it.Improvisation is Level 3!"Haha!" Felix
held his two new knives up in the air. "I shall call you Grubstickers!"Felix turned, triumphant, and
met the eyes of a Tree Vole sitting on the log. It blinked its large orange eyes at him, slowly
chewing a large leaf. Suddenly embarrassed and on edge, Felix put his arms down and shifted
his feet. In a flash, the tree vole scurried away."Phew," he breathed. That vole was level 22, and
he was still hurting from the grub fight. He wasn't ready to take on that challenge.Cautiously,
Felix packed away his new knives and climbed out of the gully. He retrieved his walking stick
from a copse of conifers, and headed back toward the Kingsap.Back at the Kingsap, Felix
prepped for his journey.He collected all of the remaining yarrow, witchcap, and dewcatcher that
was in the nearby area. There wasn't much. It took some doing, but he fashioned a sort of sack
out of the wide purple leaves of the Kingsap, binding them all together with some crawling vines
called Agatha's Curse.Name: Agatha's CurseLore: Strong and invasive, named for a famed
Alfein naturalist whose garden was befouled by this creeping vine.Properties: Strong and
fibrous, cannot be digested.Alchemical Properties: Unknown.What's an Alfein? He supposed
they were some of the other people here in the Continent. Something that kept a garden, at
least. Maybe that meant they were close by? Or no, invasive species were usually ones that
spread far and wide, right? He couldn't remember.Maybe I'll find out once I'm out of this forest.
He considered the vast and towering trees before him, too tall to even see beyond. If there was a
beyond.Felix had a plan. He was going to find some more Copse Grubs and grind them until he
was as high level as possible. The closer to level 20 the better. If need be, he would seek out
Emberflies after that. He gathered up a leaf's worth of sap (maybe a couple ounces, max) from
his magic tree and headed out.Felix sought out several of the trees he had checked previously.
Before, he hadn't found a Copse Grub in any of them, but realized he was looking in the wrong
places. He needed to check where the grub got its food. Since he couldn't look inside the trees,
he figured he'd put some food on the outside.Using a stick, he spread a small amount of magic
tree sap onto the lower trunk of the white arrol tree before him. Then he waited.It didn't take long.
Within minutes, the trunk was torn up from the inside as a two-foot-long gummy worm burrowed
its way out. He didn't know how they sensed the sap, but during his fight, Felix had noticed that
the grubs were exceptionally sensitive to anything impacting their tree. He had guessed that it



would sense food, especially something as interesting as Kingsap. In moments, the grub had
scurried down the tree and started gnawing at the sap-coated bark.Taking careful aim, he hurled
his walking stick straight at the bug’s head. Except it wasn't a walking stick any longer; he had
used his Grubstickers to whittle down the point until it resembled the crudest of spears. With a
wet sklorch, the spear sunk into the back of the Copse Grub.Thrown Weapon Mastery is level 3!
Immediately, it began to writhe in a panic. Acid jetted out in several arcs, burning sizzling tracks
through the underbrush but easily avoidable. Felix picked up the first of a dozen rocks and hurled
them as quickly and as accurately as he could manage. Within minutes, the grub was down to
dregs of its Health, but his crude spear kept it from burrowing away. He had meant to pin the
thing to the ground, but flubbed the shot. Regardless, the ungainly length of wood stuck firmly
into the grub’s back, keeping it from fitting into any burrowed tunnels.Suddenly, he was out of
stones. Quick as he could, Felix ran forward, knives out. He reached out to stab into the grub,
and that's when it happened.He had forgotten about the AOE."AHH FUCK!" Acid exploded all
around the Copse Grub, inundating Felix in what felt like gallons of green, putrid muck. His skin
sizzled even as his Acid Resistance fought back.Acid Resistance is level 11!Pain Resistance is
level 9!But that was it for the grub. Obviously spent, it fell limply onto the ground. Fighting against
the agony of his skin on fire, Felix gripped his knives and dropped to his knees. It was all he
could do to not fall on the creature, but he forced his right hand up. His breathing was labored,
tight in his chest as the acid peeled back his skin in layers. He shook, but kept his fist up.Pain
Resistance is level 10!"Fuck you!" Felix screamed as he forced his arms down with all the
strength he could muster. Over and over again, until his Stamina bottomed out and Felix fell
gasping to the earth. But it was enough.The Copse Grub was no more.Felix wiped blue ichor
from his face as he shakily took his feet a few minutes later. Red blood dripped from his hands
where he gripped the knives too hard."Who's next?"He didn't realize that he was smiling.For the
next nine hours, Felix began a strange routine. He would find dying trees and spread some
Kingsap sap on its trunk. The Copse Grubs, as he suspected, found the magical sap to be
irresistible. Once they burrowed out of their trees, Felix would hit them with his spear and rocks
from a distance until they discharged their AOE Acid Explosion, then moved in close to take it
down with his Grubstickers.After his first battle with the Copse Grubs, his Acid Resistance had
hit level 10, and much like Analyze, it changed in a way he couldn't quite quantify. The damage
reduction seemed stronger, but more than that, it felt like his skin replenished faster or corroded
slower now. He couldn't quite tell, but it was welcome all the same.Now his Pain Resistance had
hit level 10 as well. While he hadn't noticed less pain than before (being burned still hurt just as
much), it was easier to push past it. Coupled with his high Willpower, and he felt he could handle
a lot more punishment than ever before.If this was the effect of a level 10 Skill, then he planned
to get all of his Skills up that high as soon as possible.By the end of the day, Felix's abilities had
reached a new peak. He had killed fourteen Copse Grubs in the area, each time sustaining less
and less damage due to dodging, increased proficiency with his knives, and acid resistance.
That was fortunate, since his stock of Yarrow had run out by late afternoon. He was healing



exclusively with Meditation and his own innate regeneration.What made it all easier was that,
after the fifth grub, his Analyze seemed to unlock more information on them.Name: Copse
GrubType: InsectLevel: 13HP: 51/51MP: 34/34Lore: Born of eggs placed in trees, copse grubs
spend their lives devouring the tree from the inside out. Once done, they transform into
Emberflies.Strength: Acidic ranged attacks and a defensive acid based area of effect
skill.Weakness: Piercing damage and removing them from contact with their birth tree.All of this
seemed based on his own experiences with the grub, but seeing it quantified was something
else. Now he could see how much Health they had and made sure to dislodge them from their
tree as quickly as possible. The remaining grubs fell much quicker.He managed to salvage
another three pincers, wrapping their hilts with Agatha's Curse as he'd run out of tshirt material.
He had lost a few using them as ranged weapons at first, but his Throwing Weapons Mastery
had gained quite a few levels in the process, so it wasn't a total failure.Sitting back in the
Kingsap, Felix toggled open his Status screen, pleased with his growth.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Crazy good ride so far. I’ve read this twice on RR, and just started
reading the book. It was already a well thought out story with characters that you can root for.
The magic system is in depth and the world building is my favorite part. The MC becomes a bit
Op, but he still reply’s on other people for help which makes the story not be a one trick pony. I
would never have guessed that this is the authors first published book, had he not mentioned it
on RR.  Pick it up you’ll enjoy.”

A Murphy, “Acid for the win. Felix is trying to change some things is his life and finds himself in a
situation to just walk away or protect an innocent. His decision costs him everything and he is
heartbeats away from death before he is taken away. He wakes up in a new world with game like
screens that seem to be glitching and everything is trying to kill him. He will have to adapt quickly
if he wants to survive.What a fun book! I was excited when I saw that it was a Travis Baldree
book, but the story blew me away. It definitely has Cradle vibes with an Isekai litrpg twist. Even
better news, the author said he has 5 more in the editing process!Content warning: Language”

Robert B Baucom, “WOW! This is his first novel?. This novel is right up there with, Defiance of
the Fall, Fracture, He Who Fights with Monsters, And Dungeon Crawler Carl.I found myself
holding my breath on a couple of fights. And I never do that. Felix is torn from Earth into a new
world called The Continent. Felix up until he saved his sister and her friend life, well he had been
coasting through life with the bare minimum effort. Telling himself that this was enough and
regretting his lack of nerve. After he is transported?We need a new numbering system. Let's call
it Adventure Per Pages. Well that does spell APP, but for now that will have to do.Most books
have an APP of one adventure per 100 pages. I think Felix's APP score is 1 adnventue per 10
pages.And the world building and the character development is fantastic. I actually felt sorry for
him with everything he was going through!This was a page turner for me, with me being slightly
irritated that the real world intruded on me and I had to put it down.Why? Because Felix was
battling for his life! How could I leave him there unread?Felix uses the gifts that he has, in very
creative ways. And pushes himself in ways that make you yearn for him to succeed!When I
finished the book I was hoping that there was already book 2 out. At this time not yet. I want book
2!I highly recommend this novel, and I only review books that I love.”

Jon Svenson, “The first 20% is manic, but it slows down slightly after that.. Felix (the MC) is a
normal guy who gets sent through a portal and ends up in a strange world. He faces a giant
monster, survives somehow, then goes through character creation before being thrust out into
the world to survive.The first 20% of the book was the best part of the book for me. There's no
story, just Felix jumping from one problem to the next as he and his trusty sidekick try to survive.
The area he's in is filled with monsters who would like nothing more than to suck the marrow
from his bones, yet he always (mostly) manages to elude them.After the 20% mark, the story



begins. Felix meets other people, helps them, etc. It's still good, but it doesn't have the craziness
of first fifth of the book.The story does drag a bit during the next 80%, especially when the other
group refuse to trust him despite Felix doing nothing to earn their ire. Yes, he's odd and has odd
stats, but still.I also think it's worth noting that the ending is a cliffhanger, for those that dislike
them. I didn't mind, but that's me.Overall, the book is decently edited, has plenty of stat pages to
keep the mathematician in the family happy, and the plot moves along at a decent pace. I am
looking forward to book two.5/5*”

hexwolfx, “An unbound adventure. This is a great series has you learn with the chacther has
many things are new to him has with the reader. The book opens with a difference where other
story give a one or two page for the chacthers last time on earth this series build on the last to
show threw dozens of pages to understand who heyusec to be and how he came to another
world setting a true mentality to see the changes he gos threw on adventure of self-discovery
and bloody battles to find out where he finds a place for him self and his merry band of
adventure’s.”

Megan Budnik, “Great portal litRPG!. I had a friend recommend this to me and I didn’t regret
taking their advice!So this is a portal litRPG in essence - a normal guy gets sucked into another
dimension of magic and levels and danger. Pretty standard system, but really cool world
building, and the plot makes you keep coming back for more! There are definitely some chosen
one aspects, but it wasn’t done in a plot-armory kind of way. Highly recommend!”

Smith, “Fantastic read!. I’ve always loved this fiction on Royal Road and have just finished
reading the book. Reading the story again let me catch a lot of details I must have missed the
first time, and really reminds me why this story is one of my favorites.”

RWB, “Must Read. Great hero and supporting cast, awesome enemies, lots of action keeps the
reader constantly involved. Well worth reading, cannot wait for the next instalment.”

Steph and Oz Locke, “Neat!. Well written, interesting, and a good pace. A good first book in the
series. I'll be looking forward to the rest.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome. Great book can't wait to read the next one to find out what
happens next .Well worth a read”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic! An utter joy. Excellent.An brilliant example of litrpg!Complex
characters, well thought and described world building”

Ebook Library Reader, “This is amazing just buy it. It was amazing the world building the MC the
overcoming challenges every thing loved it dont read this review just buy in already!”
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